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James A. Weber

-
A Positive Response

ENERGY is the capacity to do work.
We use energy to do work which
otherwise would have to be done by
using our arms and legs and backs.
It is·through the increased use of in
animate energy such as coal, oil, gas
and nuclear power in place of and as
an extension of our own human en
ergy that we have been able to
achieve continuing material
progress. Energy performs an ex
tremely vital function which is just
as important today as it has been in
the past and will be in the future.

Mr. Weber of Chicago specializes In communications
and public relations. He Is author of Power Grab: The
Conserver cun and the Coming Energy Catastrophe,
reviewed in the July 1980 Freeman. He made this pre
sentation at an energy awareness/management con
ference called "Energy Crossroads." Held on No
vember 18-19, 1980 at the Lutheran School of
Theology, Chicago Cluster, the conference was co
sponsored by the school and Energy Education Pro
grams, Woodstock, Illinois.

In these times, however, energy is
being asked to do many things which
it hasn't been asked to do in the
past. It apparently is not enough
that energy does an ever-increasing
amount of work for us. Now, energy
is also being asked to help rearrange
our social relationships. In addition,
it is being asked to assist in devising
a new economic system. Further
more, it is being asked to contribute
to the development ofa new political
system. Finally, it is being asked in
one way or another to practically
show us the way to salvation.

With all these demands, it would
come as no surprise if energy were
to simply throw up its hands and
say: ttI'm going out and have a ner
vous breakdown; I deserve it." Per
haps to some extent, this is what we
have been witnessing in recent years
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in the case of energy: a nervous
breakdown.

And no wonder. Following the en
ergy crisis in 1973, it seems that ev
ery group in the country has come
forward with plans and proposals for
what energy should or shouldn't be,
should or shouldn't do, should or
shouldn't develop into. Oftentimes,
the basic function of energy to do
work has seemingly been ignored, if
not completely forgotten, in the rush
to use energy as a tool for accom
plishing some social, economic, po
litical or moral goal. And, in this
rush to capture energy for uour side,"
religious groups have become in
creasingly vocal.

The Religious Perspective

The religious approach is on two
levels. One is the quite practical level
on which all of us operate: How can
we reduce the amount of energy we
use, or use it more efficiently, in or
der to hold the line on, or even re
duce our energy costs? There are of
course many positive and practical
things that can be done at this level.

The other level is more of a philo
sophical one in which the overall
role of energy is evaluated from a
social, economic, political and, ulti
mately, theological perspective.
Many of the questions asked at this
level are ones that weren't asked as
little as 10 years ago. The number of
people who in 1970 questioned the
relative ethical merits of solar en-

ergy versus nuclear energy or pon
dered the moral worth of co-genera
tion were distinctly in the minority.
Yet questions like these apparently
are of blazing theological signifi
cance to many religious groups to
day.

To develop answers to these ques
tions, we must have some historical
perspective on energy and its role in
past and present societies. For ex
ample, why use energy in the first
place? Why not just use our own hu
man energy and forgo the use of
other energy forms? Because we hu
man beings are extremely small, in
efficient and costly producers of en
ergy.

Working at maximum strength,
we might be able to produce enough
energy to power a 100-watt bulb
but only for a short time. Some of
you may recall Bronko Nagurski who
played fullback for the Chicago
Bears. Bronko was once asked where
he got his tremendous physical
strength. He said it came from plow
ing fields. But they said to him: ttDh,
c'mon, Bronko, a lot of people plow
fields and don't have a build like
yours." And Bronko's response was:
ttWithout a horse?" Just imagine
Bronko Nagurski plowing a field
without a horse. How much power
do you think he was producing? Just
about enough to power a 100-watt
light bulb, which is an infinitesimal
amount in the world of energy.

We human beings are also very
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inefficient energy users when you
consider the total amount of energy
which goes into producing the food
we consume to provide our energy.
It takes about 10 units of energy in
terms of gas to power farm tractors
and other energy to produce fertil
izer, bring food to market and re
frigerate it before use to produce one
unit of food energy. So, by the time
food gets on the table, it represents
an energy efficiency level of only 10
per cent. Then, when we consume
the food, our bodies use up about
two-thirds of its energy content just
to keep our systems going. Only
what's left is available for doing work
and this comes to an efficiency level
of only about 3 per cent. By compar
ison, a nuclear or coal-fired power
plant operates at an efficiency level
of 40 per cent or more.

Finally, human energy is very
costly. Take, for example, a simple
task such as toasting a piece ofbread.
If we were to use human energy, we
could hook upa bicycle to a genera
tor and peddle the bicycle to produce
electricity to toast the bread. Now, a
typical toaster hits a piece of bread
with 1,000 watts for one minute to
toast it. But, since we can only
produce about 100 watts, we would
have to peddle the bicycle furiously
for about 10 minutes to achieve the
same toasted bread. Suppose we hired
~omebody to toast this piece ofbread
for us at a minimum wage of $3 per
hour. It would cost us 50 cents to

have the worker peddle the bike for
10 minutes. But the electricity which
comes out of that hole in the wall to
toast the bread would cost only 1/
10th of a cent at a rate of 6¢ per
kilowatt-hour. In other words, hu
man energy would cost 500 times
more •than inanimate energy, and
this ratio between the costs of hu
man energy versus inanimate en
ergy holds true for other jobs, too.

Human Energy Is Limited

Man, therefore, is a small, ineffi
cient and costly producer of energy.
Today, there is a highly vocal posi
tion which has grown up around the
view that this smallness of man is a
good thing. The philosophical or
theological leader of this movement
is the lateE. F. Schumacher, and
the ubible" of the movement is his
book, Small Is Beautiful. In this book,
Schumacher states that ((man is
small, therefore, small is beautiful."
This view has become the starting
point for a whole string of suppos
edly ((moral" positions concerning
energy, including the use of so-called
((natural" or ((soft" versus so-called
((unnatural" or ((hard" energy re
sources, operation of decentralized
versus centralized energy facilities,
and zero versus continuing growth
in the use of energy.

However, it should be pointed out
that there is nothing ((beautiful"
about being small to men and women
who need energy to improve living
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conditions for themselves and their
families. So it should not be a source
of wonder that not only have people
been eager to develop energy but the
history of human advancement has
been based on the increasing use of
larger, more efficient and more eco
nomical energy resources in place of
the small, inefficient and costly en
ergy provided by human beings.

Primitive man consumed energy
only in the form of plant food, and
his consumption consisted of about
2,000 kilocalories a day-only
enough to keep him functioning from
day to day. This more than doubled
to 5,000 kilocalories a day when he
began to hunt and use fire as a source
of energy. Early agricultural man
more than doubled energy consump
tion again to 12,000 kilocalories a
day. Another doubling occurred to
27,000 kilocalories a day when ag
ricultural man advanced through the
use of better tools and domestic ani
mals. Early industrial man almost
tripled his daily energy consump
tion to 70,000 kilocalories a day
around 1870. By 1970, we had more
than tripled energy use again to
230,000 kilocalories a day.

This tremendous growth in en
ergy consumption over the last
10,000 years has basically enabled
people to do more and more work
with less and less human energy,
freeing people from the physical
slavery of the past. As Roger Re
velle, Harvard professor of popula-

tion policy, puts it: (CAn old saying
has it, (slavery will persist until the
loom weaves itself.' All ancient civ
ilizations, no matter how enlight
ened or creative, rested on slavery
and grinding human labor, because
human and animal muscle power
were the principal forms of energy
available for mechanical work. The
discovery of ways to use less expen
sive sources of energy than human
muscles made it possible for men to
be free."

Labor-Saving Devices

To put this point another way, the
historical record ofgrowth in energy
consumption provides the most
splendid record of energy conserva
tion that we have available to us to
day. This may seem like a contradic
tion. How can growth in energy
consumption be an example of en
ergy conservation? The reason is that
growth has been in the consumption
of inanimate energy, making it pos
sible to conserve human energy, thus
freeing people for creative, intellec
tual, organizational, and manage
rial work which only they are capa
ble ofdoing. This increased freedom,
of course, is especially relevant in
the case of women who have been
relieved of much of the physical
drudgery of housework, while si
multaneously being provided in
creased opportunities for jobs and
careers which don't involve heavy
physical labor.
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What have been the results of this
growth in energy consumption? The
International Institute for Applied
Systems Analysis in Austria studied
this question and found that in
creasing per capita energy con
sumption is closely associated with
increases in our life spans and re
ductions in infant mortality. In other
words, although many other factors
are undoubtedly involved, growing
energy consumption has made it
possible for more people to survive
to adulthood and live longer lives af
ter they do. To put it another way,
growing use of energy has created
an environment more conducive to
the health and well-being of people.

Growing use of energy has also
created a safer environment for peo
ple. Today, the risk of disabling or
fatal accidents· is reduced because
energy has reduced the need for peo
ple to do physical work, thus reduc
ing the greatest occasion for acci
dents. The National Safety Council
reports, for example, that ((between
1912 and 1977 accidental deaths per
100,000 population were reduced 41
per cent from 82 to 48."

Growing energy consumption has
also been accompanied by a long
term reduction in the real cost ofen
ergy. As more and more energy has
been used, its real cost has become
lower. This has not been a constant
trend. There have been peaks and
valleys along the way, just as we are
now in a period when real costs are

rising rather than falling. But the
long range historical trend has been
one of falling energy. prices in real
terms.

Furthermore, the increasing use
and falling cost ofenergy have helped
to narrow the gap between rich and
poor. Studies show that inequalities
of income between rich and poor be
come less as energy usage increases.
Another way of stating this is that
it is only in countries with high en
ergy usage that you find a signifi
cant middle class.

Economic Development Slows
Rate of Population Growth

Socioeconomic advancement,
fueled by growth in energy con
sumption' has also been accom
panied by a gradual slowing in the
rate of population growth. This is a
common and paradoxical occurrence
in countries as they economically
advance. Even though the advance
brings with it expanded longevity
and a falling death rate, the birth
rate eventually falls even faster, re
sulting in leveling out of population
growth.

Now', for all of these reasons, up
until the late Sixties or early Sev
enties, growth in energy consump
tion was generally considered to be
a ((good thing." However, since this
time, this assumption has come un
der increasing attack by many dif
ferent groups, including religious
,groups, who claim that continuing
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growth in energy consumption is not
a ttgood thing" but a ttbad thing."

For example, it is claimed that in
creasing use of energy is destroying
the natural environment. Amory
Lovins of the environmentalist or
ganization, Friends of the Earth, ex
presses this view when he states that
(tit would be little short of disastrous
for us to discover a source of clean,
cheap, abundant energy because of
what we might do with it." Popula
tion controller and environmental
ist Paul Ehrlich is more blunt about
it, stating that to give society cheap,
abundant energy would be ttthe
equivalent of giving an idiot child a
machine gun." The testimony ofthese
observers leads to the conclusion that
our problems today consist ofhaving
too much rather than too little en
ergy. But these views give no cre
dence at all to the observable reality
that growing energy use has not only
helped to improve the well-being and
health of people but helped to create
a more habitable human environ
ment.

It is claimed that the energy re
sources we currently use-coal, oil,
natural gas and nuclear power-are
finite and are running out, and
therefore should no longer be used.
But this view flies in the face of the
fact that there are sufficient re
serves of these energy resources to
fuel continuing increases in energy
use for centuries to come.

It is claimed that tremendous

amounts of energy are wasted and
therefore conservation and conser
vation alone can permit continuing
economic advancement without the
need for increased energy use. How
ever, this view is based on invalid
comparisons with other countries
whose energy requirements are dif
ferent. It also totally neglects the
fact that many people in this coun
try-particularly lower-income peo
ple-have already reduced their en
ergy use to the bare minimum.
Consequently, any further conser
vation or reduction in energy use
will exert real and immediate hu
man hardships.

Many Questions Unanswered

It is also claimed that so-called re
newable energy sources such as so
lar energy, wind power and biomass
can provide for any additional in
crease in energy we may need while
eventually replacing our so-called
non-renewable energy resources 
coal, oil, gas and nuclear power. But
no mention is usually made of the
fact that the costs of solar energy,
wind power and biomass currently
are many times those ofcoal, oil, gas
and nuclear power, putting them well
beyond the pocketbooks of all but
the most affluent Americans.

Finally, it is claimed that energy
conservation, plus the use of so-called
renewable energy resources such as
solar energy, wind power and bio
mass, will result in improved family
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life, better social relationships,
greater political participation and
more moral lifestyles. But one has
to seriously ask if energy, whose ba
sic function is to do work, is really
capable of accomplishing all of these
other worthy objectives. Or is this
simply a case of attempting to use
energy as some kind of ((magic wand"
to solve basically human problems
when in fact the problems, as al
ways, reside not so much in the choice
between centralized nuclear power
plants and decentralized solar en
ergy facilities but in the human
heart?

It is difficult enough to discuss
much less come to any kind of con
clusion concerning questions such
as these when all of the facts on en
ergy are completely known and ac
cepted. But it is literally impossible
if basic energy facts are unknown or
ignored.

Life Is Energy

It is therefore highly important to
know and understand the basic facts
of energy. And the most basic fact
about energy is that its primary
purpose is to do work. You or I may
come up with all kinds of glorious,
utopian schemes on how we can use
energy to improve our social, eco
nomic, political and moral condi
tions. But the basic ethical question
which must be asked first of any en
ergy proposal is: Will it provide suf
ficient energy to do the work neces
sary to not only maintain but
advance the health, well-being,
safety and socioeconomic progress of
all people, poor as well as rich? Any
answer to this question which does
not come up a resounding ((YES"
represents an irresponsible and
unethical toying with the lives and
fortunes of people rather than a le
gitimate and ethical path of future
energy development. @

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THIS entire planet is made up of energy. The atoms of air surrounding it
are energy. The sun pours energy upon this air and upon this earth.
Life depends on energy; in fact, life is energy.

Every living thing must struggle for its existence, and human beings
are no exception. The thin defenses of civilization tend to obscure the
stark realities; but men and women survive on this earth only because
their energies constantly convert other forms ofenergy to satisfy human
needs, and constantly attack the nonhuman energies that are dangerous
to human existence.

In the last analysis, there can be no progress except through the more
effective use of our individual energies, personal initiatives, and imag
inative abilities-applied to the things and forces of nature.

HENRY GRADY WEAVER, The Mainspring ofHuman Progress



Henry Hazlitt

WHEN WATER IS SCARCE

As I WRITE THIS, New York City,
Greenwich, Connecticut, and many
towns in New Jersey, are faced with
a water shortage. Universally their
officials are ascribing this shortage
to (Clack of rain."

That is certainly one cause. But
there is another no less important.
Water is distributed and consumed
on socialistic principles. In New York
City water metering is required for
all commercial buildings, but not for
residential buildings. Water is then
paid for by the user not in propor
tion to what he consumes, but in his
general tax bill.

So it is used wastefully. Any num
ber of families let the water run
freely, prolong their showers, never
think twice before turning on their
dishwashers, watering their lawns
or washing their cars. They are wor
ried even less about wasting the city
water supply. On hot days. fire hy
drants are opened up, allowed to gush
freely· all day, so that an occasional
urchin can wade and splash in an
artificial river of water.

When it is suddenly announced
that the water is in short supply, ev
erybody is worried.A few token
economies are suggested. But even
a conscientious consumer may think
202

something like this: ~~Of course I in
tend to economize. But what can my
own picayune economies amount to
compared with the total consump
tion? And how can I be confident
that others will economize?" While
the less conscientious may be
tempted to think: ~~What difference
will it make to the total consump
tion if I continue to use water as
carelessly as I have been using it?
And how will anybody else find out?"

None ofthese problems would arise
under a metering system, in which
the individual or family user pays
for each gallon he uses, and saves on
each gallon he doesn't use. Then each
family has a clear and direct incen
tive to economize. And in a serious
water shortage, a city could raise
the price it charged per gallon.

I am aware that this single pro
posed change doesn't answer all
questions. Meters are expensive. It
takes time to make and install them.
In ordinary circumstances the ~~free"

common use of water may look like
the cheapest and most sensible sys
tem.

But what happens when water use
is socialized helps to explain what
happens wherever the socialist prin
ciple is adopted. ,



REFORMER WATCHING will probably
never catch on as a national pas
time. It req~iresmore patience than
watching baseball. It is less stimu
lating than girl watching, more es
oteric than bird watching, and has
more moves which must be carefully
pondered than does chess. As if that
were not enough, most of the time
you don't even know what you are
looking for.

Reformers are so adept at conceal
ing their intent that even the most
skilled observer is apt to become
confused. If baseball were played
their way, no one would know where
the bases are, and the location of
home plate would be a deep dark se
cret. Even so, reformers need watch
ing, for if they are left to their own
devices. they are capable to doing an

Dr. Carson has specialized in American intellectual
history. This, he suggests, is what accounts for his
expertise at watching reformers.

Clarence B. Carson

immense amount of harm. It has
been well· said that the price of lib
erty is eternal vigilance, and· the
kind of vigilance required for keep
ing reformers in their place may be
likened to that of a pitcher with a
runner on first.

I bring considerable experience to
these observations. As unpalatable
as the undertaking may appear, I
have spent a goodly portion of my
adult life as a reformer watcher. I
have watched them mount their me
dia campaigns, belabor the ills that
beset us from this or that or the
other source, mobilize their legisla
tive contingent, bring pressure on
presidents, make their appeals to
the courts, and enact their pro
grams. I have studied the ideas that
animate them and sought to un
cover the results of their reforms. I
have even seen them slip over to join
the critics of some reform they had

203
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earlier pushed when the disastrous
results had become so manifest that
denial would be counterproductive.

I am, then, an inveterate reformer
watcher. It is myspecialty. From my
reading, study, research, and writ
ing I have drawn some conclusions.
Even those who lack the stomach for
reformer watching themselves may
find these conclusions worth their
while. <

Identifying the Reformer

Before announcing my conclu
sions, however, it might be well to
identify the reformer I have in mind.
There are reformers and reformers.
My favorite among them is the fel
low who sets out to reform himself,
leaves others to their own designs,
and having accomplished some por
tion of his purpose allows us to no
tice the improvement without edi
torializing about it himself. Another
reformer, of sorts, is one who intro
duces changes, either social or me
chanical, which are so superior that
others imitate him. However, ,he is
usually thought of, and correctly, so
long as he sticks to his own affairs,
as an innovator rather than a re
former.

Then, there is the reformer who
calls upon us to mend our ways, a
variety I find most attractive when
he is talking about other people's
faults. There have been reformers,
too, who have sought to extend in
dividual liberty and voluntary so-

cial arrangements by limiting and
restraining government. I count
myself among these but do admit
that we will bear some watching, for
not every such change can be accom
plished so as to produce salutary re
sults. My own considered view is
that all change should be ap
proached warily, for-new ills are less
easily countered than those with
which we are familiar.

But the reformer who needs con
etant watching, the one who is the
focus of our attention here, is of a
different breed. That is not to say
that in his humanity and foibles he
is different from the rest of us. Not
at all. On the contrary, the seeds of
his vice reside in every human
breast. His vice is the conceit that
he has been called to straighten out
the rest ofus. While the conceit may
distinguish him, the inclination
probably does not. Each of us is
equipped with a will to order our
surroundings to our own liking, and,
so far as people are concerned, we
must notice early on that they will
just not do to suit us. They pursue
their own interests rather than ours,
consult their own tastes rather than
ours which are more discriminating,
and are not overly receptive to our
efforts to set them straight.

If that were the extent of the mat
ter, the reformer would be unre
markable. Watching him would be
no more than watching the human
species in action. The making of the
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kind of reformer we have in mind
involved much more. It involved the
changing of what is recognizable as
a vice, meddling into the affairs of
others, into a virtue. This, the re
former achieved by imputing to· his
concern for others an active respon
sibility for their well-being. Men, in
general, had to be conceived as per
petual children, standing constantly
in need of direction and supervision
by some tutelary power. Once that
had been done, the reformer would
be virtuous, for he would be looking
after those incapable of looking af
ter themselves.

The .Reformer Is Utopian and
Promises Steady Improvement

More, the reformer who· is the cen
ter of our attention here is an uto
pian. He doesn't usually admit it,
but he is. He visualizes a world
brought to perfection under the tu
telage of the reformer. It will be a
world in which politicians have no
interests of their own to pursue but
are diligently devoted to the general
welfare, in which all contraptions
work perfectly, in which all risks
have been removed from life and ev
erything is safe, in which everyone
is vigorously working in concert for
the general good. It is a world in
which competition has given way to
cooperation, in which there is free
dom without responsibility, plenty
without the necessity for struggle,
and full time pleasure with never a

pain. His vision is of a land that is
nowhere, therefore, an utopia.

Of course, the reformer does not
usually profess his utopianism; in
stead, he promises improvement, al
beit steady and, hopefully, continu
ous. How is all this to be brought
about? Now, we are at the nub of the
matter. The reformer claims to have
discovered a wondrous machine that
will bring all this to pass. That ma
chine, or mechanism, is government!
The reformer did not discover gov
ernment, of course; that has been
around for some time. What he has
discovered, or alleges, is that gov
ernment can be used to bring about
marvelous improvements in our
condition.

In view of its antiquity, this is a
strange claim to make about gov
ernment. We might suppose that if
government were capable of per
forming such marvels, many, if not
most of them would long since have
been vouchsafed to us. Sad to say,
that has not been the case. Even the
most casual student of history must
recognize that the record of govern
ment has been quite uneven. In
deed, far from being in much posi
tion to improve people, most
governments have stood greatly in
need of improvement themselves.

Far be it from me to blacken the
reputation of government, however,
for I perceive it to be necessary, if
not a necessary evil then made nec
essary by the evil that lurks in our
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breasts. But the methods of govern
ment are not of the sort that would
ordinarily inspire in us the belief
that they could be generally applied
so as to improve our lot. Lest we for
get, government has to do with the
least attractive of all legitimate hu
man endeavors. The basic business
of government is to maintain the
peace, and to do so it must resort to
force, using it only against wrong
doers, hopefully, but force nonethe
less. Its constabulary seizes· people
against their wills, locks them up,
surrounds them with intimidation,
and compels them to submit to
judgement. Its officers are fitted out
with weapons of one sort or another:
pistols, sticks, heavy flashlights, ri
fles, and other death or injury deal
ing instruments.

The Role of Government

Government is the only body
within society charged with the duty
of compelling, incarcerating, maim
ing, and killing, when and as the oc
casion for it arises. To support itself,
government seizes some portion of
the substance of the people who .live
under its sway. At best, government
is a considerable burden; at worst, it
is the cross which those who are
more or less innocent bear for the
presence amongst them of the more
pronounced wrongdoers.

Of course, the reformers I have in
mind do not usually face the prob
lem ofthe forceful and imperfect na-

ture of government (or of those who
govern) head-on. It is not govern
ment, the ancient and immemorial
user of force, that they profess to
have discovered. It is, instead, dem
ocratic government. The reformers
have, so to speak, stolen first base;
they have engaged in some sleight
of-hand. They have set aside the
problem of perfecting government
and substituted for it the perfecting
of democracy. There is little doubt
that if perfect democracy consisted
of everyone voting, democracy could
be very nearly achieved. But how
government would be improved,
much less perfected, is by no means
clear. The proof is lacking for estab
lishing as a fact the view·that gov
ernment is either substantially al
tered or improved by the expansion
of the electorate.

Here is where the sleight-of-hand
comes in. In democracy, they will
have us believe, the government be
comes all of us. Government is no
longer that specialized instrument
of force that it has ever been; it has
been transformed into the general
will. It is supposedly purified of its
dross by the alchemy of the popular
vote. Such a change is not apparent,
however, to the skeptical and unbe
lievers. Government still acts by the
police, the military forces, resorts to
taxation, and uses coercion to attain
its ends.

Even so, the reformers have pro
ceeded toward their goal by stealing
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second base. Unable to change the
character of government, they have
sought, instead, to change its image.
They have downplayed its activities
having to do with crime and punish
ment and presented it as a benefac
tor which provides goods and ser
vices to the people. In recent years,
reformers have labored with might
and main to restrict and limit if not
actually to do away with govern
ment's use of force on criminals. They
have opposed capital punishment,
limited police activity, provided
Federal aid to improve the image of
the police, attacked the FBI, sought
to reform prisons, and opted for pro
bation rather than punishment.

Expanding the Benefits

Meanwhile, reformers are ever
pressing to expand the supposed
government benefits. The govern
ment makes grants, loans, pays sub
sidies, provides Medicare, Medicaid,
builds sewage systems, offers aid to
schools, props up local government
with aid, and in thousands of ways
showers benefits upon the populace.
It is no wonder that this would be
attractive to politicians. Not only
can they run for office and bid with
one another for who will give the
most benefits but also they can
largely disassociate themselves from
the unsavory business of capturing
and punishing criminals, an activity
in which the use of force is direct
and obvious.

The reformers have stolen third
base, too. They are in the process of
changing the object of the law. Law
has usually been basically con
cerned with the protection of life
and property from trespassers. It still
serves that function to some extent,
of course, but reformers have shown
much more diligence of late in pre
serving the lives of criminals than
of their victims. As for property, they
are given to declaring that lives
should not be endangered to protect
it. Rather, they have been busily ad
vancing legislation for the creation
of a host of new crimes. These laws
have to do especially with regulat
ing, restricting, restraining, and
compelling commercial activity. The
government has been becoming the
dominant third party in all transac
tions between employers and em
ployees and buyers and sellers. There
is said to be a great increase in ~~white

'collar" crime'in our day. Small won
der, when every transaction is
fraught with the danger of criminal
prosecution!

Finally, the reformers are in the
process of stealing home plate. They
are doing so by changing govern
ment from its role as protector of
property to plunderer of property.
Government is still an instrument
of force, but it is changing the focus
of its exercise of force and bringing
it to bear on the property of the citi
zenry. What can be bought with a
given amount of money is rapidly
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declining as government increases
the supply. Ever larger amounts are
being taken in taxes to pay for the
benefactions of government. Even
where property is technically left
with its private owners, control over
it is being taken away by regula
tions and prescriptions as to how it
is to be used.

Who Are They?

Who are these reformers? They
are all those who act on the premise
that the responsibility for the well
being of each of us is collective, who
see government as the instrument
for implementing this collective re
sponsibility, and who formulate and
support programs of this character.
The animating idea behind them is
socialism, but they are not usually
called by that name in the United
States. They have been most com
monly called liberals for the last half
century or so. They are more apt to
be Democrats than Republicans.
Their home base is usually some
sort of intellectual endeavor: college
professor, school teacher, dramatist,
journalist, preacher, editorial wri
ter, or what have you. For several
decades, their assumptions have held
sway in the media of communica
tion.

We should not suppose, h9wever,
that the reformers are always victo
rious, that they are able to move in
a straight line toward whatever is
their goal. On the contrary, they

have suffered many set backs along
the way. That is the moment when
they require the most vigilant
watching, however. For they are
quite adept in turning apparent de
feat into victory. This is especially
the case when the victory is so su
perficial as to leave their assump
tions still in control.

We may be faced with just that set
of circumstances at the present time.
It is generally believed that the
election of Ronald Reagan to the
presidency and of a Republican-con
trolled Senate in 1980 was a consid
erable set back to the reformers we
have been discussing. Superficially,
it undoubtedly was, and it may well
turn out to be a much deeper change
than we can yet know. But there
were signs, even before Mr. Reagan
was inaugurated, of the reassertion
of the assumptions of the reformers.
The most prominent sign was the
repeated assertion in the media that
the newly elected President was
going to concentrate on getting the
economy functioning well during the
early months of his administration.

Beware the Assumption

There is an assumption in this as
sertion of which we might well be
wary. It may not be an assumption
of Mr. Reagan's. It may not be an
assumption of people in his admin
istration. It may not be the assump
tion which is widely held in the Con
gress. But it is an assumption,
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nonetheless. The assumption is that
it is the business of government to
keep the economy functioning well.
There is a tacit assumption, too, if I
mistake not, that our economic ills
are somehow the result of some
thing wrong with our economy. If
that assumption be accepted, it would
seem to follow that the government
has the task of reforming the econ
omy.

The problem, as I understand it,
lies in a different direction. The
problem lies mainly in a bloated and
malfunctioning government, in a
government which has assumed a
mass of responsibilities beyond its
authority and ability to perform. To
put it another way, the government
is doing its basic task neither well
nor effectively, its basic task of
keeping the peace and protecting
Americans from trespassers both at
home and abroad. Its interventions
in the economy have indeed done
great harm, but the task is not to
get the economy functioning but to
contain and limit government so that
it can perform its functions well. All
this may be only a matter of seman
tics, but that is how assumptions get
planted, by words, and it is the as
sumptions which tend to pull our ac
tions along with them.

At any rate, it is this sort of thing
that I mean by reformer watching.
Of course, the subject of reformer
watching cannot be exhausted in one

easy lesson. It is at least as complex
as bird watching-ornithology-and
I have enough material on hand for
a college course on the subject. Come
to think of it, it is of such impor
tance and urgency that every col
lege, and most high schools, should
promptly require such a course. And,
since I doubt that I will be able to
persuade all of them to introduce it
voluntarily, plus the fact that the ef
fort would take too much time, there
oughtto be a law passed forthwith
requiring the teaching of it in all
schools. How would that be as a re
form?

If that last paragraph be taken in
the spirit in which it was written, it
may lead us to the most important
variety of reformer watching. I sus
pect that each of us has a little re
former inside him. It may be under
nourished and insignificant in all
those going about their own busi
ness and shouldering their respon
sipilities. But as soon as we are ever
enticed by the notion of unloading
some of our responsibilities on oth
ers, and especially on government,
the reformer begins to gain hold of
us. Most of us have our hands full in
watching that potential reformer in
ourselves. In fact, ifeach ofus would
take care of that particular reformer
there would be no occasion for re
former watching at large, even for
those who may derive pleasure from
~ ,



Lawrence W. Reed

7 Fallacies
ofEconomics

A NEWS COMMENTATOR once ob
served that ((any half-dozen econo
mists will normally come up with
about six different policy descrip
tions."

It certainly does seem that way! If
economics is a ((science," then why
does it defy the precision, the cer
tainty, and the relative unanimity
of opinion which characterize so
many other sciences-physics,
chemistry, and mathematics, for in
stance?

If laws of economics and human
action existand are immutable, why
do we find economists all over the
board on matters of critical impor
tance? Economist A champions a tax
cut while Economist B favors a tax
increase. Economist C argues for
tariff protection but Economist D

Mr. Reed is Assistant Professor of Economics at
Northwood Institute in Midland, Michigan and Direc
tor of the college's summer Freedom Seminars.
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calls for free trade. Another econo
mist proposes socialization and is
opposed by yet another who ad
vances the market economy. Indeed,
if there is anything which all econ
omists can agree on, it is that, well,
they disagree.

Perhaps the cynic will glance at
this economic Tower of Babel and
condemn the study of anything eco
nomic. But that would be unfair to
the many eternal truths which do
exist in the field of human interac
tion in the marketplace. Such a view,
moreover, is what some would call a
((cop-out." It offers no plausible· ex
planation for the confusion and no
guides for sorting out what is correct
from what is incorrect.

Yes, there are methods to the
((madness" of economists. The fact
that they do not all think alike is
capable of explanation. Where might
we start?
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First, economics is simply not
physics, chemistry, or mathematics.
It is the study of human action, and
humans are not programmed robots.
Yes, certain immutable laws of na
ture do indeed exist, but one of thenl
is that humans are-each and every
one of them-inner-motivated, cre
ative, self-interested organisms. They
range from docile to irascible, meek
to daring, complacent to ambitious,
smart to not-so-smart. As Adanl
Smith pointed out more than two
hundred years ago, HIn the great
chessboard of human society, every
piece has a principle of motion of its
own, altogether different from that
which the legislature might choose
to impose upon it."

This inherent variability can eas··
ily give rise to dissent among those
observing it and it can just as easily
confound the predictions of those bold
enough to place a mathematical
handle on it.

Being individuals themselves,
economists will differ in their value
and ethical judgments. One who is a
socialist will differ on a policy mat··
ter with one who is a libertarian.
They may even agree on the out··
come of that policy while disagree··
ing on whether that outcome is
~~good" or ~~bad." People who are well··
intentioned and truth-seeking yet
operating from divergent ethicaJl
premises frequently arrive at diver··
gent conclusions.

In addition, economists may dis··

agree because they have different
data or insufficient data or no reli
able data at all.

These are some, and I am sure not
all, of the reasons why good econo
mists may clash. The purpose of this
essay, however, is to look for reasons
for economic confusion in another
direction. In brief, economists clash
because, as Henry Hazlitt has so
succinctly put it, ((Economics is
haunted by more fallacies than any
other study known to man" (empha
sis mine).

Is there such a thing as ~~bad eco
nomics?" You bet there is, just as
surely as there is good plumbing
and bad plumbing. If one means by
~~bad economics" the promotion of
false reasoning, mistaken assump
tions, and shoddy intellectual mer
chandise, then Hazlitt's comment
ought to be enshrined as a law!

It may be an oversimplification,
but I believe that the essence of ~~bad
economics" can be distilled into the
following seven fallacies. Each of
them is a pitfall which the good
economist will faithfully bypass.

1. The fallacy of collective
terms. Examples of collective terms
are Hsociety," ~~community," ~~na

tion," ~(c1ass," and ((us." The impor
tant thing to remember is that they
are abstractions, figments of the
imagination, not living, breathing,
thinking, and acting entities. The
fallacy involved here is presuming
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that a collective is, in fact, a living,
breathing, thinking, and acting en
tity.

The good economist recognizes that
the only living, breathing, thinking,
and acting entity is the individual.
The source of all human action is
the individual. Others may acqui
esce in one's action or even partici
pate, but everything which occurs as
a consequence can be traced to par
ticular, identifiable individuals.

Consider this: could there even be
an abstraction called ((society" if all
individuals disappeared? Obviously
not. A collective term, in other words,
has no existence in reality indepen
dent of the specific persons which
comprise it.

It is absolutely essential to deter
mine origins and responsibility and
even cause and effect that econo
mists avoid the fallacy of collective
terms. One who does not will bog
down in horrendous generalizations.
He will assign credit or blame to
non-existent entities. He will ignore
the very real actions (individual ac
tions) going on in the dynamic world
around him. He may even speak of
((the economy" almost as if it were a
big man who plays tennis and eats
corn flakes for breakfast.

2. The fallacy of composition.
This error also involves individuals.
It holds that what is true for one in
dividualwill be true for all others.

The example has often been given

of one who stands up during a foot
ball game. True, he will be able to
see better, but if everyone else· stands
up too, the view of many individual
spectators will probably worsen.

A counterfeiter who prints a mil
lion dollars will certainly benefit
himself (if he doesn't get caught) but
if we all become counterfeiters and
each print a million dollars, a quite
different effect is rather obvious.

Many an economics textbook
speaks of the farmer who is better
offbecause he has a bumper crop but
may not be better off if every farmer
has one. This suggests a widespread
recognition of the fallacy of compo
sition, yet it is a fact that the error
still abounds in many places.

The good economist neither sees
the trees and ignores the forest nor
sees the forest and ignores the trees;
he is conscious of the entire ((pic
ture."

3. The fallacy of Umoney is
wealth." The mercantilists of the
1600s raised this error to the pin
nacle of national policy. Always bent
upon heaping up hoards of gold and
silver, they made war on their
neighbors and looted their treas
ures. If England was richer than
France, it was, according to the mer
cantilists, because England had more
precious metals in its possession,
which usually meant in the king's
coffers.

It was Adam Smith, in The Wealth
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of Nations, who exploded this silly
notion. A people are prosperous to
the extent they possess goods and
services, not money, Smith declared..
All the money in the world-paper
or metallic-will still leave one
starving if goods and services ar€~

not available.
The CCmoney is wealth" error is thE!

affliction of the currency crank. Froml
John Law to John Maynard Keynes:,
great populations have hyperin··
flated themselves to ruin in pursuit
of this illusion. Even today we hear
cries of uwe need more money" as
the government's monetary author··
ities crank it out at double digit rates,.

The good economist will recognizE~
that money creation is no short-cut
to wealth. Only the production of
valued goods and services in a mar··
ket which reflects the consumer's
wishes can relieve poverty and pro··
mote prosperity.

4. The fallacy of production for'
its own sake. Although production.
is essential to consumption, let's not
put the proverbial cart before the
horse. We produce in order that we
may consume, not the other way
around.

I enjoy writing and teaching but I
enjoy sunning in Acapulco even.
more. I have labored to produce this:
piece and to teach its principles in.
my classes instead of going to Aca··
puleo first because I know that's the~

only way I'll ever get out of Michi··

gan. Writing and teaching are the
means; sunning in Acapulco is the
end.

A free economy is a dynamic econ
omy. It is the site of what the econ
omist J osephSchumpeter called
CCcreativedestruction." New ideas
supplant old ideas, new products and
methods replace old products and
methods, and whole new industries
render obsolete old industries.

This occurs because production
must constantly change shape to
conform with the changing shape of
consumer demand. As Henry Haz
litt has written, CCit is just as neces
sary to the health of a dynamic
economy that dying industries be al
lowed to. die as that growing indus
tries be allowed to grow."

A bad economist who falls prey to
this ancient fallacy is like the fabled
pharaoh who thought pyramid
building was healthy in and ofitself;
or the politician who promotes leaf
raking where there are no leaves to
be raked, just to keep people ttbusy."

It seems that whenever an indus
try gets in trouble, some people cry
that it must be preserved Uat all
costs." They would pour millions or
billions ofdollars in subsidies on the
industry to prevent the market's
verdict from being heard. The bad
economist will join the chorus and
ignore the deleterious impact that
would befall the consumer.

The good economist, on the other
hand, .does not confuse ends with
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means. He understands that produc
tion is important only because con
sumption is even more so.

Want an example of this fallacy at
work? How about the many propos
als to prevent consumers from buy
ing Japanese autos in order to ((pro
tect" the American auto industry
from competition?

5. The fallacy of the "free
lunch." The Garden of Eden is a
thing of the distant past yet some
people (yes, even some economists)
occasionally think and act as if eco
nomic goods can come with no cost
attached. Milton Friedman is one
economist who has warned repeat
edly, however, that ((there is no such
thing as a free lunch!"

Every ((something for nothing"
scheme and most ((get rich quick"
plans have some element of this fal
lacy in them. Let there be no mis
take about this: if economics is in
volved, someone pays!

An· important note here regards
government expenditures. The good
economist understands that govern
ment, by its very nature, cannot give
except what it first takes. A ttfree"
park for Midland, Michigan is a park
which millions of taxpaying Ameri
cans (including Midlanders) ac
tually do pay for.

A friend of mine once told me that
all one needs to know about econom
ics is ((What is it going to cost and
who is going to pay for it?" That lit-

tIe nutshell carries a kernel of ad
vice for the economist: don't be su
perficial in your thinking!

6. The fallacy of the short run.
In a sense, this fallacy is a summary
of the previous five.

Some actions seem beneficial in
the short run but produce disaster
in the long run: drinking exces
sively, driving fast, spending blindly,
and printing money, to name a few.
To quote the venerable Henry
Hazlitt again, ((The bad economist
sees only what immediately strikes
the eye; the good economist also looks
beyond. The bad economist sees only
the direct consequences of a pro
posed course; the good economist
looks also at the longer and indirect
consequences."

Politicians seeking to win the next
election frequently support policies
which generate short-run benefits at
the expense of future costs. It is a
shame that they sometimes carry
the endorsement of economists who
should know better.

The good economist does not suf
fer from tunnel vision or shortsight
edness. The time span he considers
is long and elastic, not short and
fixed.

7. The fallacy of economics by
coercion. Two hundred years after
Adam Smith, some economists still
have not learned to apply basic prin
ciples of human nature. These econ
omists speak of ((increasing output"
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but prescribe the stick rather than.
the carrot to get the job done.

Humans are social beings who
progress if they cooperate with one
another. Cooperation implies a eli·,
mate of freedom for each individual
human being to peacefully pursue!
his own self-interest without fear of
reprisal. Put a human in a zoo or in
a strait jacket and his creative ener··
gies dissipate.

Why did Thomas Edison invent
the light bulb? It was not because!
some planner ordered him to!

Why don't slaves produce great
works of art, Swiss watches, or jet
airplanes? It's rather obvious, isn't
it?

Take a look around the world to
day and you see the point I am driv
ing at. Compare North Korea with
South Korea, Red China with Tai
wan or Hong Kong, or East Ger
many with West Germany.

One would think, with such over
whelming evidence against the
record of coercion, that coercion

A Dangerous Power

would have few adherents. Yet there
are many economists here and
abroad who cry for nationalization
of industry, wage and price controls,
confiscatory taxation, and even out
right abolition of private property.
One prominent former U.S. senator
declared that Hwhat this country
needs is an army, navy, and air force
in the economy."

There's an old adage which is en
joying new publicity oflate. It reads,
«If you encourage something, you
get more of it; if you discourage
something, you get less of it." The
good economist realizes that if you
want the baker to bake a bigger pie,
you don't beat him up and steal his
flour.

Well, there you have it-not the
final answer to confusion in econom
ics, but at least a start. I for one am
convinced that good economics is
more than possible. It is imperative,
and achieving it begins with the
knowledge of what bad eCQnomics is
all about. (I)

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THE STATESMAN who should attempt to direct private people in what
manner they ought to employ their capitals would not only load himself
with a most unnecessary attention, but assume an authority which
could safely be trusted, not only to no single person, but to no council or
senate whatever, and which would nowhere be so dangerous as in the
hands of a man who had folly and presumption enough to fancy himself
fit to exercise it.

ADAM SMITH, The Wealth ofNations



Paul L. Poirot

The Past as Prologue

THE people of the United States last November clearly voiced dissatisfac
tion with the results of the massive political intervention of recent years.
But a strong vote of protest does not necessarily signify an understanding
of a better alternative.

Since 1946, FEE has been exploring the market alternative to coercive
political management of our lives.

Names and places may change-the political leaders, the warring fac
tions, the specific victims of intervention. But the patterns and principles
and consequences are much the same. This is the sense in which the past is
prologue.

Therefore, it seems appropriate at the beginning of a new political admin
istration to carefully reconsider what some of the outstanding spokesmen
for liberty have said earlier about these perennial problems.

The prolonged negotiations for return of the hostages from Iran and other
current events in the Middle East, Africa, Latin America and elsewhere
call to mind what Dr. Hans Sennholz said in 1957 about ((Welfare States at
War." So, what better advice may we find today with regard to our foreign
policy? If we would be at peace among nations, let us act at home in ways
that do not provoke violence.

Much that same question was asked in 1957 by Professor Sylvester Petro,
((Do Antitrust Laws Preserve Competition?" And he, too, concluded then, as
we must today, that not more laws and controls but more freedom of choice
is the appropriate solution.

And once again, at the approach of the April 15 tax deadline, it is appro
priate to review the background information shared twenty years ago by
John Chamberlain. The statistics cited then concerning the impact of ((The
Progressive Income Tax" need to be modified by the subsequent decades of
aggravated inflation. But, again, the message is clear: unlimited govern
ment and unlimited taxation are not the terms and conditions of a humane
society. ,
216



Hans F. Sennholz

THE NEW international crises sparked
in the Middle East, and the constant
danger of another world war, need
not surprise the student of contem
porary international relations and
economic policies. The ideology of
socialism and interventionism has
swayed our foreign relations, and
the policies of Welfare States have
destroyed international peace and
order.

While throwing the blame for the
present crises on the doorsteps of
((capitalist colonialism," the Welfare
States are battling each other. All
parties involved in the Mid-East are
either socialist or interventionist

Dr. Hans Sennholz, Professor of Economics at Grove
City College, Pennsylvania, has regularly contributed
to The Freeman and other work of The Foundation
for Economic Education In numerous ways.

This article Is reprinted from the February 1957
Freeman at the time of Nasser's seizure of the Suez
Canal.

nations. Israel is a large army camp
crowded by people who are given to
socialist ideas; Egypt is an interven
tionist country with a dictator bent
upon leading his nation to socialism;
France has a socialist government
with controls that leave little room
for competitive enterprise; and Brit
ain is floundering between socialism
and interventionism. In other words,
there is little capitalism, in the sense
of competitive private enterprise, in
anyone of these countries.

Absence of individual freedom and
free enterprise makes for economic
nationalism and· international con
flict. By fundamental nature and ob
jective, the Welfare State controls
private property and limits individ
ual freedom in order to distribute
economic spoils and privileges to
pressure groups. The Welfare State
is a favor state.

217
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Pressure groups of producers ex
pect the government to increase the
prices of their products or services,
with utter disregard for the eco
nomic interests of the vast majority
of their own countrymen and ofmany
foreign producers. In most cases of
welfare legislation the favored
group's foreign competition is either
eliminated entirely or severely cur
tailed. This is economic national
ism, the most important source of
international conflict.

Economic Nationalism Creates
Conflict

Let us demonstrate how interven
tionist policies lead to economic na
tionalism with a few American ex
amples. In order to enhance the price
of sugar cane and beets produced by
a few thousand American farmers,
the federal government not only lev
ies a highly protective sugar tariff,
but also imposes severe import quo
tas. To afford our domestic produc
ersa temporary gain, we partially
close our markets to Central Amer
ican sugar. In other words, we cause
domestic prices of sugar to rise and
depress foreign prices, subsidizing
our sugar farmers at the expense of
Amer~can consumers and Cuban
farmers. This is economic national
ism.

Meanwhile, Soviet Russia takes
political and economic advantage of
our shortsighted ((welfare policies."
She buys Cuban sugar at depressed

prices, thus appearing as benefactor
to our southern neighbors.

In deference to our cattlemen, we
prohibit the importation of cheap
Argentine beef. That is to say, we
favor domestic producers to the det
riment of domestic consumers and
South American producers. These
and similar acts have earned us the
hostility of our Central and South
American neighbors. Russia, of
course, ably utilizes our trade re
strictions for her own purchase pol
icies. Her efficient propaganda then
interprets our behavior as capitalist
imperialism, and her own as a token
of communist friendship.

Similar acts of economic nation
alism on the part of our federal gov
ernment include the recent tariff in
creases on Swiss watches, the import
restrictions on foreign dairy products,
and many others. In each instance
we severely hurt foreign producers
in order to ((assist" our pressure
groups.

West Sets Bad Example

Of course, the other Western pow
ers are guilty ·of similar policies of
economic nationalism. The United
States, Britain, and France em
barked upon the welfare road to in
ternational conflict after Imperial
Germany had shown the way. In the
1880's the German government im
posed heavy social costs on the Ger
man economy. The logical outcome
would have been a loss of sales to
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foreign competition, with German
unemployment. To avoid these un
desired effects, the government cre
ated cartels. Behind high walls of
protective tariffs these organiza
tions then charged monopoly prices
on the domestic market and dumped
excess supplies on foreign markets
at low prices. This was economic na
tionalism at its source.

Germany has become the classical
example of government omnipo
tence in economic matters. There is
scarcely any restriction on trade that
was not practiced and fully devel
oped in Germany. The people iIi un
derdeveloped areas, unaware of the
meaning of individual liberty and
capitalism, have admired this seem
ingly omnipotent power of the Ger
man state and often have endea
vored to imitate it.

Britain's economic nationalism
dates back to World War I and es
pecially to the Import Duties Act
and Ottawa Agreements of 1932. The
preferential principle that became
the· guiding principle of British po
litical action gave tthome producers
first protection, Commonwealth pro
ducers second protection, and for
eign producers none at all." Britain
imposed· substantial duties on most
foreign foodstuffs arid raw materials
in order to grant trade preferences
to Commonwealth producers. Con
sequently, foreign sales in Great
Britain declined considerably.

The Churchill government during

World War II imposed a multiplicity
of restrictions from the armory of so
cialism. The Labor government then
went on to nationalize the ttmeans of
exchange," the coal mines, the gas
and electricity industries, the iron
and steel industries. It vested in a
Central Land Board all develop
ment rights in land. It did its utmost
to eliminate rent, profit, and inter
est in order to employ the revenue
for projects of ttnational develop
ment." In all these acts of seizure of
private property, the Labor govern
ment showed no hesitancy because
offoreign investments. It seized them
along with those of its own nation
als. All this meant economic harm
to foreigners, who watched and
learned the lesson in government
omnipotence.

Underdeveloped Areas Follow Suit

Can it be surprising, therefore,
that governments in underdevel
oped areas of the world finally begin
to imitate the West's own policies?
Can we blame them for feeling free
to do what they please provided they
enjoy the backing of their own pop
ular majorities? Indeed, they may
have learned from us to seize and
nationalize private property and ar
bitrarily to tear up contracts, in
cluding their own charters.

Colonel Nasser is a thorough stu
dent of Western welfare statism and
economic nationalism. He desired
revenue for a program of ttnational
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development." Why should he not
seize the Suez Canal Company, this
private corporation on Egyptian soil?
What does it matter that his govern
ment was paid in full for the use of
a desert strip before the Canal was
built? What of Egyptian signatures
to international agreements? What
if there were government charters
and promises? He enjoys the. back
ing of a popular majority. Does this
not make him omnipotent? Does this
not lift him above the restraints of
moral and ethical laws of human re
lations?

Can the sovereign state of Egypt
be bothered that the private prop
erty it seizes happens to be the life
line of British Commonwealth trade
and controls the flow of Mideastern
oil? What does it matter that the
well-being of all Europe must dete
riorate through his natiohalization
of the Canal? What other sovereign
state considered foreign interests in
the realization of its statist objec
tives? Influenced by such ideas,
Colonel Nasser embarked upon his
tragic policies of economic national
ism and international conflict.

The next move then was up to
those whose property had been
seized. Among the victims, the gov
ernments of France and Great Brit
ain decided to seize the Canal by
force, pending an international con
ference to discuss the Canal's inter
nationalization. No party involved
wants to return the Canal to its law-

ful owners. Internationalization and
control by several governments,
however, merely means collectivism
and economic nationalism on a su
per-governmental basis.

What Course Freedom?

The defender of private property
and competitive enterprise, observ
ing such an insoluble conflict, is at a
loss regarding the question of guilt.
Is he to sympathize with the culprit
who started the conflict in order to
finance various ~~welfare policies"?
Or is he to sympathize with the so
cialized victims who resort to force,
which is evil, in order to alleviate
the original evil?

In sharp contrast to the interna
tional conflict between socialist gov
ernments in this Mid-Eastern affair
is the peaceful coexistence of laissez
faire nations, which realize the ide
als of personal freedom of choice,
private ownership and control of
property, and peaceful·exchange in
a competitive market. Under this
concept, the sole function of govern
ment is the protection of its own
people from domesti~ peacebreakers
and from foreign aggressors. Such a
government would wage war only to
defend the lives and property of its
own citizens. This means that it
should not participate in foreign wars
that grow out of economic national
ism. For such warfare only destroys
and does not protect life and prop
erty.
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While an individualpeacebreaker
can easily be punished and isolated
in a penitentiary, a collectivist na
tion conducting policies of economic
nationalism can be disciplined and
subjugated only through a full-scale
war and subsequent occupation of
its territory. To discipline a nation
that refuses to embrace the doc
trines of freedom and free enterprise
is an endless and hopeless task.

A citizen of a free country who
goes abroad should know that he
travels at his own risk. Crossing the

L border of his state· and entering so
cialist or interventionist territory is
to leave law and order behind. He
risks transgressions by the foreign
state upon his life, liberty, and prop
erty. A businessman who invests his
funds in collectivist territory must
consider the risks of expropriation,
foreign exchange control, confisca
tory taxation, and many other uwel
fare" measures. He is beyond the
protection of his capitalist govern
ment. He. is on his own.

Despite curbs and checks on its
power, and its inaction in a world of
conflict, a government designed for
freedom is a natural leader. The cre
ative power of a free nation by far
excels that of socialist or interven
tionist countries of similar size. And
it is productive strength that lends
the position of leadership to a coun
try in a world that is always fight
ing or preparing to fight.

But true leadership that exerts

potent influence toward world peace
and prosperity springs from a far
more important source than ma
terial and military might. True
leadership grows out of impeccable
behavior and moral conduct. A lead
ing nation that lacks these prereq
uisites can guide the world only to
more chaos and conflict.

Above all, such a nation must re
frain from any act of economic na
tionalism. It must not harm any
other nation through ((welfare" pol
icies of its own. It must adhere to its
own design for freedom. To repri
mand other nations for policies of
economic nationalism while waging
economic war upon its own neigh
bors would be hypocrisy and sancti
mony.

Throughout most of the nine
teenth century Great Britain was a
true world leader. Her famous open
door policy treated Britishers and
foreigners alike. The Empire was a
vast free-trade area in which the
government merely undertook to
maintain peace, law, and order. Most
civilized nations soon followed suit
in removing their trade barriers and
adopting the Empire standard of ex
change, the gold standard. The Brit
ish government indeed led the world
during the most peaceful century of
human history.

A leading nation must also reject
the immoral principle that one act
of economic nationalism by one gov
ernment sanctions the nationalistic
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policies of all other governments.
This is the principle that crime be
comes righteousness if a previous
crime has remained unpunished. But
this very assumption underlies many
prevailing notions concerning for
eign affairs.

Things We Can Do

World leadership demands that we
should openly judge world events
and explain the fallacy of every act
of economic nationalism. If a foreign
government contemplates or em'
barks upon economic aggression
through ((welfare" legislation, we
should call attention to the inevita
ble harm inflicted upon other na
tions. We need not intervene forc
ibly, for nations cannot be coerced to
peaceful coexistence. Only a change
in political and economic outlook can
bring this about.

Naturally, we would sign no treaty
with a government .that has disre
garded its own agreements and torn
up its own charters. Nor would we
assist any government that nation
alizes private in<;lustries, for then we
would be helping to promote collec
tivism and ultimate destruction.
There could be no point in our ex-
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tending diplomatic ,recognition to any
government that indulges in eco
nomic nationalism.

Finally, world leadership requires
that we constantly defend the prin
ciples of individual liberty and free
enterprise. At every opportunity we
should call out to the world that
only competitive private enterprise
can lead to peace and prosperity. We
have a glorious history of individual
freedom and safety of property-the
absence of nationalization and con
fiscation by an omnipotent state. Our
recent excursions toward the Wel
fare State endanger our record-and
ourselves. But ifwe will correct that
trend, then with pride we can dem
onstrate to the warring world that
individual liberty is the only dura
ble foundation for peace and pros
perity.

If our way is freedom, then other
nations on their disastrous roads may
someday listen to reason and follow
us as all civilized nations followed
Great Britain during the nineteenth
century. Law, order, and peace may
then return once again to a battered
world suffering from an absence of
individual freedom and free enter
prise. ,

LIBERTY

TRADING, when engaged in by individuals, is a peaceful, friendly project.
When controlled by governments, it provides opportunity for favoritism,
intrigue, and a display of power politics. It cannot lead to other than
animosity, suspicion, and unfriendly relations.



Sylvester Petro

Do
Antitrust Laws

Preserve Competition?

THE ANTITRUST laws are commonly
thought to be the institutions that
distinguish the economic system·of
the United States from the rest of
the non-Soviet world. But for these
laws, it is said, we should be plagued
with cartelization as in Great Brit··
ain, Germany, or France. Many be··
lieve, in short, that the antitrust
laws are responsible for our having~

a competitive society.
Preserving competition might have

been the objective about 1890 when
the basic act was passed. But cer··
tainly for the past generation the
antitrust laws have not functioned
to that end. Rather than preserveJ,

they have through questionable in··

Dr. Petro Is author of The Labor Policy of the Free
Society and numerous other scholarly books and ar
ticles. He Is Research ,Professor of Law at 8aylor
University. An Informal seminar discussion at The
Foundation for Economic Education was subse
quently compressed Into this article first published
In the October 1957 Freeman.

terpretation and administration in
fact impaired competition, by subsi
dizing and preserving inefficient
competitors.

By competition, I refer to a situa
tion that exists when the basic rules
of the free society are observed
when everyone possesses the basic
rights of private property and free
dom of contract. Competition is not
a mode of conduct that anyone has
to promote institutionally. It devel
ops naturally and necessarily among
persons who are free to pursue their
own interests. Whatever one's per
sonal interest or objective may be
businessman, sculptor, or preacher
the consequence of pursuing it puts
him in competition with all who
share that objective. That being the
case, preoccupation with promoting
competition is at best a diversion of
effort which could have been used to
protect private property and free-

223
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dom ofcontract. My thesis is that we
have erred in the formulation and
application of the antitrust laws of
tlle United States.

A List of the Laws

What are these laws? The first is
the Sherman Act of 1890. This law
makes every contract or combina
tion in restraint of trade and every
conspiracy to monopolize the trade
or commerce of the United States a
misdemeanor.

Next came the Clayton Act in 1914,
declaring unlawful specific types of
contract, such as a tying agreement
or an exclusive sales contract, when
the result may be to lessen competi
tion or tend to create a monopoly.
The Clayton Act was intended to
clarify or make concrete the general
proscriptions of the Sherman Act.

Usually included among the anti
trust laws is the Federal Trade
Commission Act which broadly states
that unfair methods of competition
shall be subject to prosecution.

Though Fair Trade laws are laws
of particular states, they also come
under the heading of antitrust laws.
All provide that when a contract is
made between the seller or manu
facturer of certain goods and a re
tailer, providing for a specific resale
price, then all purchasers of these
goods with notice of the main con
tract are bound to observe the price
set in that main contract. These state
Fair Trade laws all grew out ofwhat

I believe to be unfortunate decisions
under the Sherman Act prohibiting
a resale price maintenance contract
between a manufacturer and a re
tailer.

Though I see no violation of free
dom of contract if a retailer is will
ing to sell at the resale price stipu
lated by the manufacturer, the
Supreme Court thought restraint of
trade was involved and held such re
sale price maintenance contracts
unlawful. Conditions in the 1933
depression prompted many states to
pass -Fair Trade laws, and Congress
suitably amended the Sherman Act
to validate such state laws. But these
laws now go much further than leg
itimatizing a reasonable contract
between a manufacturer and a re
tailer; they enable that manufac
turer and retailer to fix prices for all
persons who come into possession of
the goods in question. Such binding
without consent appears to violate
the principle of freedom of contract-
a case of having pushed the Sher
man Act to reach an anticompetitive
result.

The Robinson-Patman Act of 1936
is the last of the antitrust laws worth
noting here. This act, in general,
provides that the price-including
such things as advertising allow
ances or brokerage fees-for goods
of like grade and quality must be
the same to all purchasers, subject
to these qualifications: (1) A price
discrimination is not unlawful if it
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can be demonstrated that it has no
tendency to limit competition or cre
ate a monopoly. (2) If the seller can
demonstrate that his costs of selling
are lower to buyer A than to buyer
B, then he may charge A a propor-,
tionally lower price. (3) A seller may
discriminate in favor of buyer A if
he can show that he had to lower his:
price in that instance to meet in.
good faith the offer of a competing:
seller. Like the Clayton Act, the!
Robinson-Patman Act was designed.
to be specific concerning one of the
general objectives of the Sherman.
Act.

The Northern Securities Case

On the basis of this brief outline
of the various antitrust laws, let us
proceed to examine how these laws
have been int~rpreted and used. I
mentioned earlier that one conse
quence of antitrust action has been
to preserve inefficient competitors to
the impairment of competition. In
other words, the antitrust laws have
been perverted from a supposed
charter of economic liberty into a
demagogic onslaught against large
and successful business with a kind
ofvote-buying subsidy, not for small
business, but for inefficient busi
ness.

Both historically and doctrinally
this process can be traced to a fa
mous case involving Messrs. Hill and
Harriman-the Northern Securities
case. Hill and Harriman, after.what

some people called a titanic finan
cial war, decided that it would be to
their advantage if they merged a
couple of railroads running along
the northern tier of states out West.
The railroads were the Great North
ern and the Northern Pacific. The
United States sued under the Sher
man Act, charging that this was a
violation of both Sections 1 and 2 of
that Act-a combination in re
straint of trade, and an attempt to
monopolize a certain portion of the
trade or commerce in the area of the
United States that these railroads
covered.

The decision was close. A majority
of one held that the holding com
pany violated the antitrust act. Jus
tice Harlan, grandfather of the
present Justice Harlan, reasoned for
the majority along these lines: In
prohibiting combinations in re
straint of trade, what the Sherman
Act intended was to outlaw any im
pairment of competition. Though
these companies did not compete for
74 per cent of their business, there
was an overlap of 26 per cent; and
when they decided to merge, that 26
per cent was destroyed. Therefore,
there was a restraint of trade within
the meaning of the Sherman Act.

Holmes Was Right

Justice Holmes, dissenting, rea
soned from the fact that the Act does
not say that any reduction in the
number of competitors is a misde~
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meanor; it says that a combination
in restraint of trade is a misde
meanor. He argued that since the
words ((in restraint of trade" were
used, the Court ought to follow the
meaning generally given those words
under common law-the classical
theory of interpretation. He was
right. The assumption is, and has to
be-except in the case of deliberate
specification to the contrary on the
part of Congress-that the words of
any statute are used in the sense of
existing law. Holmes went into an
exhaustive survey of the relevant
common law and pointed out that
there was nothing whatsoever in its
history to imply that such a merger
is a restraint of trade.

Holmes further said in effect: The
Court must remember that the rule
it is making in this case is a rule
that must be applied equally to all
persons engaged in mergers. If it be
said that these two railroads cannot
merge because they compete for 26
per cent of their business, one must
say that two corner groceries who
compete for 26 per cent of their busi
ness cannot merge. It would be the
same for other persons. Further
more, by this case the Court is es
tablishing a precedent to the effect
that if one of these persons should
buyout the other, he is violating the
law. Without realizing it, Holmes
said, the Court majority is constru
ing the Sherman Act as destructive
of one of the leading principles of so-

ciety in this country, that is the free,
inalienable right of voluntary asso
ciation.

I believe Holmes was right in this
case. He was right both as a techni
cal legal analyst and in his forebod
ings. Establish the premise that vol
untary mergers are bad, and you
have a basis for challenging normal,
common business procedure in an
economy based on freedom of con
tract. This is the daily fare of busi
ness and of capital. If a business
feels that its affairs may be more ra
tional if it combines with another
firm, it merges or acquires assets or
stocks of another corporation. And
yet, each time this perfectly normal
thing is done, the participant~are in
danger of antitrust prosecution.

One must recognize the real na
ture of the hidden menace here.
The fact is that not every merger
can be prosecuted. It is a physical
impossibility. A market economy
could not function if every such ac
tion were prosecuted. However, from
the point ofview of legal science, the
resulting situation is very bad. In
stead of having a universal rule of
law applicable equally to all mem
bers of society in free and open com
petition, what we have is selective
prosecution.

The Political Test

What is the basis of selection?
There isn't any legal basis for selec
tion, and if you haven't a legal non-
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arbitrary basis for selection, what is
your basis going to be? The answer
is perfectly clear. It is going to be
political and ideological. And these
two things have tended to merge
inextricably over the last 40 years
or so.

There is a great preoccupation with
timing ofantitrust prosecutions; suits
are brought against mergers when
ever the Democrats, or the Republi
cans, want to make political hay by
showing how rough they are on
business. Add to the mix the Marx
ian theory that business is bound in
evitably to get bigger and bigger un
til we are all at the mercy of the
exploiting monopolists, and you have
two primary qualifications for anti
trust prosecution. First of all, it has
to be a big business, big enough to
scare people. And secondly, the oc
casion has to be politically propi
tious.

What. is to happen to a country in
which success in the market place is
to be a signal for prosecution by pol
iticians anxious to curry public fa
vor? It is a serious question,
prompted by the situation which
prevails today. Danger of antitrust
prosecution threatens any firm that
manages to grow and to out-produce
its competitors.

It would really be a comfort to
know that each business was doing
its utmost to get as much of the mar
ket as it possibly could, that each
firm was striving to put out the

greatest possible production at the
lowest possible cost, that, in short, it
was being directed in accordance
with the public good. But because of
so many interventionist devices, the
measuring sticks provided by a free
market are no longer available. You
can't be sure that a move or a failure
to move on the part of a business is
dictated by economic considerations
in response to the desires of the peo
ple.

Prosecutions for Price Fixing

Further insight into the absurdi
ties and frustrations of the antitrust
laws is afforded by review of the
prosecutions under the. Sherman Act
for price fixing. The famous Morton
Salt case dealt with that issue.· And
there have been a great many oth
ers-perhaps 30 or 40 before the Su
preme Court. But what on earth can
be the consequence of a judgment
that a price-fixing agreement is un
lawful? What can anyone do about
it if 20 firms have agreed to charge
a certain price for a product? As
suming that it is a homogene~us

product, how can 20 different firms
be expected to sell it at 20 different
prices? If A charges 98 cents, B a
dollar, and Z $1.26, how is Z to gain
a sale?

The point is that such prosecu
tions are nothing but ceremonial po
litical promotions of the party line:
((Watch those businessmen!" We are
great at berating the businessman
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for doing what is as natural to him
as breathing. The function of the
market is to find the right price, to
bring competing goods toward the
same price, and to screen out those
producers who can't meet the price.

The Cement Institute case illus
trates the point. All over the coun
try, cement manufacturers were
submitting bids that· were identical
to five decimal places; and the Su
preme Court thought this was in
herently incredible without some evil
conspiracy. But if this seems incred
ible, try to sell cement at as much as
a fraction of a cent·higher than com
petitors are charging. When cement
prices begin showing variations, it
will be time to look for collusion and
conspiracy.

The Law Is Guilty

So we find that the Sherman Act
itself, the basic antitrust law, has
been and is being used, not to pro
mote and maintain competition, but
to discourage the abler firms from
operating to the limit of their abili
ties. Add to this the Fair Trade and
the Robinson-Patman designs to
handicap the larger more efficient
merchandisers,and there is no es
caping the conclusion that the so
called antitrust laws are in fact an
ticompetitive and antisocial. They
are pushing toward a rigid, inflexi
ble' industrial structure which in
terferes with the free play of market
forces.

Why the Market Works
I have already mentioned some

important requirements for the
functioning of a free society-for the
free play of market forces. The right
to private property is one. Freedom
of contract is another. Beyond these
is a need for better understanding of
the market process-more faith in it
and less fear of it.

The market works because of
man's desire to make a profit, to get
more out than he puts in. Capital
formation and use rest on this prem
ise. People act in order to better
themselves, increase their profits,
decrease their losses. And the best
opportunity for profit lies in the pro
duction of things others want-in
service to others. This means that
the profit motive is morally as well
as economically sound.

The free play ofmarket forces also
calls for freedom to trade. Free trade
policies are the most effective and
successful of all possible antitrust
actions. Free trade is the best kind
of curb on all forms of government
intervention, including subsidies to
farmers, monetary tricks, or any
other interference you could name.
One of the grim features of our day
is the great preoccupation with in
ternational peace and harmony while
at the same time we have the erec
tion of all sorts of trade barriers.

On the domestic front we glory in
the productive accomplishments of
the industrial revolution and freely
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acknowledge the advantages of largE~

scale mass production. But we seeIlll
bound to try to stop the spreading of
such advantages ·when it com~s to
distribution and retailing of these
goods and services. Our politicians
count noses and find more small re··
tailers than chain store operators"
So they enact Fair Trade laws and
Robinson-Patman acts deliberately
designed as barriers to the develop··
ment of mass distribution methods
which could mean better living for
all as consumers. Perhaps this sim·,
ply reflects a general fear of bigness
in business-a feeling that the
greater the number of competito~s,

the better.

Exclusion by Force

A free competitive m.arket is not a.
condition which requires for its ex·,
istence large numbers of producers.
It only requires freedom on the part
of all people to produce if and when.
they wish. If the unlikely situation.
should exist that in a certain line of
production a single firm could most
economically satisfy the whole mar
ket, then, of course, you would have
a condition which might be called
monopoly. But this is not the aspect
of monopoly that people fear. What
really disturbs people aboutmonop
oly is not that a single person or
firm. has control over a commodity
but that force, compulsion, or spe
cial privilege has been used to keep
other people out.

Some history is useful here. Mo
nopoly became a problem in the An
glo-American legal system owing to
its origin.. Monopoly originated in
crown grants to certain people of ex
clusive privileges maintained by the
force of government. Queen Eliza
beth granted a monopoly in salt,
playing cards, and a number of other
things. She did this only because she
was dissatisfied with the fact that
Parliament controlled the purse
strings in England. Parliament had

.insisted on the exclusive power to
tax, but Queen Elizabeth had cer
tain ends and aims ofher own, and
the money needed to attain them
came from the persons or groups to
whom monopoly powers were
granted.

Why Monopoly Is Wrong

It's very plain that this situation
has nothing to do with the free mar
ket, which grants no exclusive fran
chise. But the market does not pre
clude a monopoly. In fact, monopoly
in the purely descriptive. sense and
the right of private property are the
same thing. Each of us is a monopo
list. We ate in exclusive control of
our person and all that we legiti
mately create. If we legitimately
create the best and most efficient or
ganization, so productive and so ef
ficient that no one else can compete,
we have a monopoly in that descrip
tive sense. But there is no social
harm done as long as· everyone· else·
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has an equal right to get into pro
duction. There can't be any social
harm because the social interest lies
in the most efficient production of
goods. Monopoly in this sense means
only that society has achieved that
end. One person, one firm, in a free
competitive market, has proved to
be more efficient than any other.
Anyone else is free to produce, if he
thinks he can compete.

We have a pretty good example of
that sort of thing in the automobile
industry in this country. The indus
try operates in as free a market as
one can have in this imperfect mar
ket economy. Unlike some other in
dustries, this one is not plagued by
an overweeningly jealous attitude
toward patents. Anyone can get into
it. But more are getting out than
getting in. Is something drastically
wrong in that industry in the sense
that a social harm is being done? It
seems to me, if you are fair about it,
you would have to say that the big
three in the automotive industry are
simply better public servants in this
line than anyone else.

There's quite a difference between
monopoly in the descriptive sense of
being the only producer, and in the
exploitative sense of using force or
state aid to exclude competition. The
latter is something that free men
should fear. And they should know
that the government itself is apt to
be the culprit behind genuinely an
tisocial monopoly.

A Useful Antitrust Action
to Curb Collusion

I want to make clear that one
phase of antitrust policy is in my
opinion of real social utility. That is
the phase concerned with secondary
boycotts and other predatory op
pressive practices which I consider
harmful interferences with the free
market. Let us assume that 30 or 40
retailers, with a common supplier,
have an arrangement to avoid com
peting and to split up territories.
Along comes an interloper, a true
competitor, who wants to buy from
the same supplier. If the other re
tailers then threaten to quit buying
unless the supplier refuses to deal
with the interloper, they are held to
be in violation of the antitrust law&-
and I think rightly so.

Though the market eventually
would rectify such a situation, sub
stantial harm could be done to the
interloper in the interim. Also, such
collusion might lead to a generally
cartelized economy, to everyone's
detriment. So I have no objections to
antitrust laws as a curb on second
ary boycotts and other oppressive
action, though I'd prefer that such
abusive practices be subject to pros
ecution under common law rather
than special statute law.

Actually, secondary boycotts are
rarely used by businessmen, the most
flagrant offenders being the trade
unions. However, the unions seem
to be immune to prosecution under
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that single phase of antitrust policy
that could be socially useful.

A Positive Program

If I were responsible for preserv
ing competition in the United States,
I should not tum to the antitrust
laws for help. The common law af
fords all the legal action needed, and
its great merit is that people in sig
nificantly similar legal circum
stances have to be treated the same
way. Politics are excluded.

A long step toward preserving or
restoring competition in this coun
try could be taken by abolition ofthe
discriminatory, anticapitalistic,
progressive income tax, which skims
off the cream of the risk capital
takes the ammunition away from
the competitors. They can't compete
without ammunition, any more than
boxers can perform with their hands
tied behind their backs. So my plat
form would include a plank for re
peal of the discriminatory tax laws.

Another plank in my platform to
preserve competition in the United
States would involve repeal of the
laws which have granted so many
special privileges and exemptions to
labor unions and other pressure
groups. In this, I take comfort from
the fact that the greatest of all legal
scholars, Sir Henry Maine, drew the
same conclusion-an elaborate in
tricate code of laws is a sign, not of
a sophisticated society, but of a
primitive society. English law, until

toward the end of the eighteenth
century, was characterized by a
practically solid network of laws
regulating the most intimate af
fairs, especially when they were eco
nomic affairs. There were laws fix
ing the amount of flour in bread. A
wheelwright couldn't be a wain
wright. There were laws against fore
stalling, engrossing, and regrating,
and so on, and on and on. Someone
remarked that forward-looking men
toward the end of the eighteenth
century and the beginning of the
nineteenth century were spending
most of their time wiping laws off
the books and, as you know, the im
petus toward that very helpful form
of human conduct was supplied by
laissez faire theory.

All people interested in having a
free society, I think, should be con
cerned with spreading ideas of free
dom; let the actual, detailed mea
sures take care of themselves, as
they inevitably will. The ideas have
to come first. The most important
thing to a society is that its idea fac
tories are really well run. The schol
ars, writers, and philosophers of a
society have to be good or there is
really little hope. How does one bring
about a change in the idea factories?
I have no answer except that hard
one of slow self-discipline, more rig
orous and objective pursuit of truth;
all the things that take forever. This
is mankind's eternal task. i



John Chamberlain

EXPENDITURES, says Parkinson in
his famous Law, always rise to meet
income.

It is too bad that Parkinson, that
canny man, wasn't around way back
in 1913 when the progressive in
come tax was first adopted in Amer
ica. If he had been on the scene, he
might have shocked at least a few
people into sobriety by observing that
his Law, as it applies to govern
ment, must be phrased this way:
ttThe expenditures of the State al
ways rise to meet potential income."
In other words, the politico, with the
people's total earnings at his poten
tial legal disposal, will inevitably
move toward taking it all. In return
for votes the politico will, of course,

This article, reprinted from the November 1961 Free
man, will help regular readers of "A Reviewer's Note
book" better appreciate John Chamberlain's firm
grasp of the basic principles of freedom.
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the
progressive

income tax

hand most of it back as welfare-or
as legalized patronage. But even in
handing it back there will be strings
attached to it: following Galbraith,
the politico will tell the people how
the money is to be spent.

Looking back on 1913, one can
only be amazed at the incredible in
nocence of that generation of Amer
icans. When the Sixteenth (the pro
gressive income tax) Amendment to
the Constitution was formally rati
fied, the Congress responded by add
ing a seemingly quite inoffensive
federal income tax rider to the Un
derwood Tariff Act. The rider called
for rates running up to a maximum
of 7 per cent on the last bracket of a
$200,OOO-a-year income.

Although the principle of the in
come tax had been subject to a long
controversy (it had been declared
unconstitutional by the Supreme
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Court in 1894), the legislators took
it lightly. When famed attorney
Joseph Choate remarked ominously
that, in time, the tax could go to 50
per cent or even higher, Senator
William E. Borah arose and shook
his massive head. The very idea that
anyone could ever be taxed at a 50
per cent rate seemed silly to the Pro
gressive Republican from Idaho.
Hurling his rhetoric directly at
Choate, Borah .asked: ~~Whose eq
uity, sense of fairness, of justice ...
does he question?"

As things have turned out, Joseph
Choate was altogether too moderate
a prophet: today [1961] the top in
come tax rate is 91 per cent, and the
50 per cent rate begins at the
$16,000-a-year level. In 1913 dol
lars, $16,000 "a year is worth a mere
$5,350. During World War I the tax
took its first swift leap· upward, only
to fall back after the Peace of Ver
sailles. Ever since the revenue act of
1934 first turned the full fury of a
depression-ridden generation on
anyone and everyone with an in
come of $25,000 a year or more, the
rates at the top have been deadly.

Just to Keep Pace
The change in the tax tempera

ture over the span of the past thirty
years can be most graphically per
ceived if we consider what a Babe
Ruth would have to be paid today to
give him a take-home purchasing
power comparable to his 1931 earn-

ings. Out of a salary of $80,000 in
1931, Babe Ruth had $68,535 after
federal income taxes. If ~~The Babe"
were alive in 1961, he would need a
salary of about $960,000 to give him
as much purchasing power, after in
flation and other federal income
taxes, as he had in 1931.

Long before Joseph Choate voiced
his prophecy, English economists
were taking a dim view of what
might happen under progressive
taxation. Said Ramsay McCulloch
in 1845: ~~The moment you abandon
... the cardinal principle of exact
ing from all individuals the same
proportion of their income or their
property, you are at sea without
rudder or compass and there is no
amount of injustice or folly you may
not commit." And he continued: ~~The

reasons that made the step be taken
in the first instance, backed as they
are sure to be by agitation and
clamor, will impel you forwards....
Why not take 50 per cent from the
man of two thousand pounds a year,
and confiscate all the higher class of
incomes before you tax the lower?
.... Graduation is not an evil to be
paltered with.... The savages de
scribed by Montesquieu, who to get
at the fruit cut down the tree, are
about as good financiers as the ad
vocates of this sort of taxes."

It was only three years after
McCulloch's warning that Karl Marx
and Frederick Engels, in the Com
munist Manifesto, advocated a heavy
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progressive tax as a means of de
spoiling the CCbourgeoisie" and soft
ening middleclass society up for the
dictatorshp of the proletariat. Wal
ter Bagehot, editor of the London
Economist, feared that the Marxi
ans would prevail: he predicted that
the progressive tax, in combination
with the principle of universal suf
frage, would result not only in the
destruction of the rich but in the
very dissipation of the productive
capital which gives society (the poor
included) its margins of comfort.

The predictions of McCulloch and
Bagehot have not yet come to pass
in their ultimate direness; maybe
they failed to reckon with the adapt
ability of man. Psychologically
speaking, there is obviously some
point where the progressive tax must
recoil upon itself, destroying the base
from which it might hope to achieve
a maximum of ((take." Just where
the point is we cannot tell: there is
no way of measuring businesses that
are unborn, or energies and creative
enthusiasms that simply fail to well
up. But when a progressive tax
dampens the impulse to generate in
come, then the tax base itself must
narrow and diminishing returns set
in.

A Theory of Justice

To make a tax acceptable, it must
be levied in accordance with a the
ory of justice that is an article of
faith with the majority. When jus-

tice, or the appearance of justice,
fails, revolt is inevitable: the Puri
tan Revolution in England, the
American Revolution of 1776, and
the French ij,evolution of 1789 are
all cases in point. The theory of jus
tice behind the progressive income
tax is that it imposes ((equality of
sacrifice"-and as long as this is be
lieved, the tax will be palatable to a
majority. CCEquality of sacrifice" is
the democratic way.

Time was when the progressive
tax would not have been accepted as
equitable· even by a majority of the
poor. Traditional equity required that
taxes should be levied proportion
ately, not progressively. This was in
accordance with the belief that a
man's property, or his income, was
an index of deserving achievement,
or of value contributed in the mar
ket place to society. True, some men
inherited their property or incomes
but that was something to be han
dled or regulated under laws of in
heritance. In any case the erosion of
time could be counted on to take
care of the inefficient use of inher
ited fortune-C(shirtsleeves to shirt
sleeves in three generations" ex
pressed the common wisdom in this
matter of luck in the choice of one's
parents.

Under the proportional theory of
tax equity, a rich man would pay
more taxes than a poor man, natu
rally. But every dollar of assessed
property value, or of income, or of
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spending, would be taxed in equal
amount, at flat percentage rates.
Dollars would be treated equally, no
matter who owned them, or spent
them. Thus the citizens would be ac
corded the uequal protection of the
laws"-and· their ~~privileges and
immunities" would be equal, as pro
vided for in the United States Con
stitution. Any other way of treating
taxation was regarded as discrimi
natory, or as putting penalties on
ability, ambition, and success. .

It was Marxian socialism-~~From

each according to his abilities, to
each according to his needs"-which
fathered the great attack on propor
tional·tax equity: a ~theavy gradu
ated income tax" is a salient feature
of the Communist Manifesto of 1848.
But the Marxians would have made
little headway if non-Marxian econ
omists had not come unwittingly to
their support with the theory that
~~it is not equal to treat unequals
equally." In cases of charity, this is
undoubtedly true, but no compre
hensive legal system can be reared
on a rule which begins by regarding
everybody as an exception.

The Value of the Last Dollar
To rationalize their inapposite

view, these economists sought the
support of ~~marginalutility" analy
sis; they argued that the ttutility" of
the rich man's ~~last dollar of in
come" must be considerably less to
him than the utility ofthe poor man's

last dollar to the poor man. To take
more of what the rich man valued
less was, to these economists, a way
of achieving tax justice. They based
their theory of tax gradation from
bracket to bracket on the old plea
sure-pain calculus of the English
utilitarian philosophers: obviously,
so they said, there must be more
pleasure and pain involved in satis
fying (or in failing to satisfy) basic
hungers than in buying a Rolls-Royce
or subscribing for a seasonal box at
the opera. By taking more of the
supposedly less-valued ~tRolls-Royce
dollar" than of the highly-valued
bread-and-beer dollar, uequality of
sacrifice" could theoretically be
translated into a law which would
satisfy the ethical sense of the ma
jority.

Superficially considered, there is
a certain amount of rough practical
justice in this way of regarding the
~tlast dollars"-or the upper brack
ets--ofa man's income. Ifit is merely
a question of satisfying the basic
hungers for food, shelter, clothing,
and the minimal cultural decencies,
Ulast dollars" undoubtedly mean
much; they may even mean life and
death. But this is an argument for a
basic exemption from taxation, not
for levying progressively steeper
surtaxes in the middle and upper
brackets.

Beyond a certain subsistence and
cultural minimum, the idea that t~last

dollars" can be rated in accordance
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with a scale of cCmarginal utility" to
the individual becomes a fiction.
Since men differ by inherited tem
perament, by circumstance, by am
bition, and by training, every living
human being values his CClast dol
lars" differently. If intensity of ava
rice could be measured, the French
peasant clutching his franc of profit
and Hetty Green clutching her mil
lions might come out at the same
place. A Huckleberry Finn--or an
ascetic St. Simeon Stylites seated on
his column-will care little enough
even for a CCfirst dollar," whereas a
Major Armstrong, "intent on raising
the money needed to protect his pa
tent rights to a radio amplifier, may
desperately value-and need-his
cClast million."

Who is to say whether the CClast
dollar" of a poor man taking a flyer
on the CCdailydouble" at the race
track is worth more to the individ
ual than the cClast dollar" of a bio
chemist who wishes to buy a year's
leisure to experiment with rare bac
terial cultures? Who is to say
whether the last dollar spent by a
housewife on a new Easter hat is·
worth more to its owner than the
last dollar thrown into the kitty by
a Rockefeller to plant Easter lilies
or tulips at Rockefeller Center?

"Equality of Sacrifice"

Money has such protean uses that
its personal valuation can take a
thousand-and-one turns. It can com-

mand leisure, freedom, security, ad
venture, education, veneration, es
thetic gratification, and appendicitis
operations-plus the whole eco
nomic gamut of ordinary goods and
services. It can command both power
and the protection of the individual
against power. As a cynical wit has
put it, though you may be able in
some instances to buy happiness with
money, you can't buy money with
happiness-which could conceivably
give the CClast dollar" of income a
cCone-up" position even to a man in
love.

To make the attempt to force
CCequality of sacrifice" by taking more
of what the well-to-do man pre
sumptively values less is, then, to
pursue a chimera into a quagmire.
The utility of a dollar-any dollar
to an individual is a purely subjec
tive phenomenon, and cannot be
measured in any known unit. One
cannot multiply quantities by qual
ities and get a mathematically re
spectable answer, as Sir Isaac New
ton observed long ago. To suppose
that anybody values his cClast dol
lars" less than anybody else is to
substitute mind reading (and emo
tion reading) for objective measure
ment. It puts a self-righteous and
wholly tyrannical power into the
hands ofa majority, or into the hands
of the politicians who represent what
they think is the majority.

As for the value of an individual's
last dollar to society, this depends
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wholly on the uses to which it is put.
It is the responsibility, the ingenu
ity, and the creativity of the individ
ual which establishes the social
~~marginal utility" of the last dollar
of income. But here, also, utility
cannot be expressed in a priori terms,
by taxing a man because he might
waste his tax dollars.

The pleasure-pain calculus is
wholly impotent when it comes to
comparing a poor man's ticket to the
dog races (theoretically of little use
to society) and a rich man's invest
ment in a job-creating business. Or,
for that matter, the poor man's con
tribution to the Red Cross and the
rich man's evening dissipation at
the Copacabana. Even where the
comparisons are freighted with
seemingly unarguable moral dis
tinctions, there are quicksands
within quicksands. A night club
might support a struggling musi
cian while he is composing a great
rhapsody, and a dog track could con
ceivably lead to far-reaching discov
eries in canine genetics. On the other
hand,charity-or a newly-created
industry-may result in prodigious
waste.

Used in price analysis, marginal
utility has something objective to
work on: the amount of goods which
clear the market when the price is
either raised or lowered. By utiliz
ing theoretical supply-and-demand
curves, one can even make reason
able guesses about the future. But

marginal utility, which is of no use
whatsoever in judging the intensity
of personal feelings, cannot legiti
mately be used to give society a right
to political dictation of the social
uses of ((last dollars." To tax possible
investment capital on the theory that
~~society," as represented by govern
ment, might invest it better is to in
dulge in a wild guess. Measurement
(via a tax) cannot be undertaken be
fore the dollars are spent. This is
why men have traditionally been
left the use of their dollars to spend
them or to invest them as they please.
When the market decides, there is
no uncertainty about the compara
tive rating of men's desires.

An Equality of Misery

Equality is an idea that leads in
evitably to contradictions, depend
ing on the values of the individual
who advocates it. One can begin with
the theory that everyone should start
with the same advantages in life:
such advantages as equality before
God and the law, equal opportunity
for education, and a basic subsis
tence that will keep one from being
warped or stunted during the grow
ing period. This is an idea of equal
ity that is firmly imbedded in the
American dream; it has also been
roughly attainable in American
practice. Granted this equality,
however, people who are clever, able,
persistent, or merely persuasive must
soon outdistance the rest. As a peo-
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pIe we have accepted this, tradition
ally, as being eminently fair.

It does not, however, result in an
equalitarian society. Does true
equality consist, then, of pulling ev
eryone who has exceptional abilities
back into the pack at stated inter
vals? Does it entail the consistent
discouragement of excellence by
means of periodic cancellation or re
traction of rewards? If it does, then
mankind must automatically be de
prived of the benefits normally ac
cruing to it from the natural varia
tion of human beings. With the
fostering of a widespread ((what's the
use" attitude, new inventions, new
qualitative changes, new theories,
ideas, and fashions, must falter; the
standard of living must recede; the
birth rate must drop; and the equal
ity thus achieved will be an equality
of misery.

Periodic Redistribution,
Motivated by Envy

Insofar as it results in ((equality,"
the progressive income tax is a spawn
of the second idea. It attempts to
pull the exceptional at least part
way back into the pack by canceling
a good part of the previous year's
gain every April 15. Since it is not a
tax on capital, the progressive in
come tax cannot do the whole job of
diffusing a more or less complete
equalitarianism throughout society.
But it keeps newcomers from
amassing capital on their own out of

savings-and, taken in conjunction
with stiff inheritance taxes, it could
carry out a revolutionary job of lev
eling within the space of a few gen
erations.

How ((moral" is this approach to
equality via the tax collector? If the
end to be achieved were a benevo
lent brotherhood, then there might
be something to be said for it. But
the means are neither relevant to
nor consistent with such an end.
Equality via the tax collector oper
ates through the social motive of
envy, not love or charity. It begins
with the politics of ((soak the rich."
Soon the definition of ((rich" is ex-

.panded to include the middle classes.
And it all ends with the exaltation
of the bureaucrat, who is in charge
of spending the spoils. Minorities
are inevitably put at the mercy of
majorities-and everybody is at the
mercy of the politicos, who get first
whack at the resources of the state.

A Psychology of Depredation

Instead of fostering brotherhood,
then, the progressive income tax in
troduces a psychology of depreda
tion into society. Pressure groups
everywhere go for their share of the
spoils. The arid states want big
dams-at the expense, not ofwilling
investors, but of the common people
who have chosen to stay in greener,
though more densely populated, New
Jersey and Connecticut. Everyone
has his pet scheme for spending other
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people's money, and empires grow in
Washington as the politicos cater to
the schemers. As money income is
taxed away, there is a tremendous
competition to get income in terms
of social services (untaxed). The state
is called upon to provide more money
for schools, medical services, pen
sions, what-not. Producers, who have
their own corporate income taxes to
worry about, struggle for special tax
write-offs; every different produc
tive group, from agriculture to la
bor, wants exemptions. The result is
an intense materialism which is
rendered all the more ugly because
it puts guns into the hands of any
group which thinks it has a chance
of transforming a minority into a
majority by the mere offer of a trade
in votes.

The depredation psychology has
its reflex within voluntary associa
tions which are compelled to slyex
pedients in order to retain assets,
earning capacity, or mere utility.
Businesses are diverted from think
ing about productivity; decisions are
often made with a primary eye to
ntax advantage."

Capital Gains as a Way Out
Take the case of a small sponge

rubber company in Connecticut's
Naugatuck Valley, for example. It
has been built up by hard-working
partners. But the partners find their
only way of cashing in on their cre
ation in their old age is via capital

gains. So they sell their business to
a big Akron, Ohio, rubber company,
with their sons receiving stock as
their inheritance instead of a going
share in a family business. A some
what similar instance of a small
business firm disappearing into the
maw of a larger, forms the sub
stance of Cameron Hawley's novel,
Cash McCall.

Many a small businessman is
tempted to sell out for capital gains
rather then continue to work for an
annual income. The result is that
big companies grow as small family
businesses disappear. In the big
companies salaries are paid partly
in cash, partly in nfuture income"
via such things as pension rights,
commitments to retainers for ((advi_
sory aid" in the years after retire
ment, and stock options leading to
capital gains. Expense allowances
go up as entertainment, housing, car
use, medical examinations, and va
cations-cum-business trips are all
allocated to ((business costs." For its
own part, labor devotes a great deal
of its organizational energy into
fighting for ((fringe benefits" that will
not appear on the ordinary tax forms
as income. nFringe benefits" result
in an uneven diffusion of gains
among the workers,"""for, while ev
erybody foregoes a possible raise in
order that the company may finance
a fringe benefit, not everybody col
lects on the benefit to the extent of
his due.
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Undistributed Profits
As a defensive reflex against the

depredation psychology, high indi
vidual tax rates result in the reten
tion of earnings by corporations. The
proof of this is objective: undistri
buted profits made up some 30 per
cent of corporate profits after tax in
1929 and some 50 per cent in 1959.
By leaving potential dividend money
in a business, the investor gets a
capital appreciation that is taxed at
25 per cent of income limit if he
chooses to sell his stock. In addition
to helping the shareholder stay out
of a higher tax bracket, this also
provides a method whereby owner
ship can duck the effects of double
taxation of dividend money. While
it may be immaterial to a given
company that it chooses to finance
its future growth out of retained
earnings (or undistributed profits)
instead of going into the market for
share capital, this method of financ
ing robs the investor of his flexibil
ity of decision. The investor sticks,
perforce, to his ttold company" in
stead of surveying the field for new
options. And the ttold company" m.ay
do the diversifying which the inves
tor used to do for himself; it may
branch out into unrelated lines,
which can have good or bad effects
depending on the ability of manage
ment to handle diversification within
a single corporate set-up. In any
event, business' must pay some cost
for being tax-oriented, not produc-

tion-oriented. Some efficiency is lost
if only because tax lawyers come
high.

Tax Avoidance

If the need to defend against a
depredation psychology has its sub
tle effects on voluntary associations,
it also puts a premium on slyness as
practiced by the individual tax
payer. A well-known book company
advertises a ttFederal Tax Course"
and offers a special report guaran
teed to show what deductions can le
gally be claimed for business ex
penses such as transportation,
entertainment, lodging, gifts, thea
tre tickets, club dues, and bills, and
((your wife's expenses if she travels
with you." Another special report is
advertised as showing how (men in
the $20,000 to $100,000 class can
virtually cut their tax in two" by di
viding income among the family. In
come can be transferred to minor
children; property used in a busi
ness can be turned over to a member
of the family and leased back (at a
rent deduction); income-producing
property can be sold from one mem
ber of a family to another to gain a
depreciation advantage; and so on.
All of this comes under the heading
of ((tax avoidance," which is per
fectly legal. Nevertheless, a great
deal of energy is necessarily di
verted into the business of defend
ing oneself against the govern
ment-a loss of energy which might
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be put to far more productive pur
poses, with society the richer for it
all around.

Tax-Exempt Securities

Finally, to protect against depre
dation psychology, the rich seek ref
uge in tax-exempt bonds. Thus po
tential risk capital disappears into
the sink of dead-horse debt. This is
the ultimate commentary on pro
gressively taxing ~~last dollars."
Ironically, it would take a ~~degres

sive tax," i.e., one that taxed ~~last

dollars" least, in order to bring money
from tax exempts back into the pool
of risk money that should be avail~
able to the man with a new idea.

The late Professor Henry Simons
of the University of Chicago eco
nomics faculty argued that the case
for drastic· progressions in income
taxation (~must be rested on the case
against inequality." If the human
race has a natural interest in hu
man variation, then the case for pro
gressive taxation is indeed «uneasy"
(to use the phrase of Walter Blum
and Harry Kalven, Jr.). But if
equality (in the leveling sense) can
by any stretch of the imagination be
considered the touchstone of the good
society, then the progressive tax falls
into place as a relevant means to the
achievement of social justice. But it
is only one relevant means, and if it
is left to operate alone it will not
achieve its leveling end.

For better or worse, the progres-

sive income tax in America has ob
viously not achieved an equalitar
ian result. This does not mean,
however, that it should be written
off as socially innocuous. Instead of
introducing a leveling principle into
society, it has resulted in some
strange distortions of the social pyr
amid. While it has not produced
equality, it has resulted in a very
practical denial of the old American
ideal of~~equalityof opportunity."

The reason for this is that it tends
to stratify classes as they are. Since
it is a tax on income, not a capital
levy, it leaves old ownership intact
without encouraging new-or addi
tional ownership. The rich (within
inheritance tax limits) tend to keep
their fortunes. But Joe Doakes can
hardly aspire to amassing a for
tune-or even a sizable nest egg
on his own if he attempts to do it out
of saving for investment purposes.
(The fact that millions have risen
into «middle income status" since
the time of the income tax amend
ment has been due to the fecundity
of American production, with its
fantastically efficient machine de
velopment, not to any ~(redistribu-

tion" effected by the tax.)

'The System Favors Present
Owners of Large Fortunes

What the progressive income tax
cannot do is to cut down the money
mobility of the rich. A man with a
fortune can protect his equity by
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moving money about on the board of
opportunity. He can invest his money
in supermarke'ts in Venezuela, or
buy oil rights in Western Canada, or
become a partner in swiftly growing
industries such as plastics, electron
ics, or aviation. Thus he can circum
vent the ravages of inflation and ex
pand his fortune via capital gains.

But while the well-to-do have a
continuing access to opportunity
(which they can also open to their
sons by making them partners in
expansive situations), the middle
classes are denied the chance of
building fortunes in the first in
stance to protect. Under progressive
taxation an Averell Harriman, a
Joseph P. Kennedy, a John Hay
Whitney can keep their financial
status (and even become ambassa
dors to the Court of St. James). But
the deck is stacked against the
emergence in our times of new am
bassadorial material. During the past
generation the ((middle condition of
man" has been ground between the
upper and nether millstones of in
flation and steeply rising progres
sive tax rates. Reckoned in terms of
((disposable income" in ((1939 dol-
lars," the purchasing power of the
$18,OOO-a-year man in 1961 is no
more than that of the $6,OOO-a-year
man of 1935. If the middle income
man has been committed to insur
ance payments, his equity in saving
has been cut in half. But the rich,
who have invested in the·insurance

companies, have preserved their
equities intact.

Soak the Middle Class,
Penalize the Erratic Earner

The fairness of the tax even within
its own ((ability to pay" rationaliza
tion is entirely questionable. The
tax exempts the poor-or taxes them
at such a low rate of progression
that it is negligible. And, as we have
seen, it tends to exempt the rich,
who have ways of compensating for
loss of dividends by the capital ap
preciation route. It is the people in
the middle income brackets who do
most of the paying. Thus what
started as ((soak the rich" has be
come ((soak the middle class."

Moreover, the tax bears down with
peculiar cruelty on the erratic earner,
who may be compensated in a single
high-tax spurt for years of patient
effort. An author or a playwright
may struggle for a decade to master
a technique (or a subject) and then
produce a single best-seller. But the
gains for which the years have been
preparing will not be commensurate
with the effort and dedication in
volved. A doctor spends his young
manhood in medical school, intern
ship, and building a practice: then,
relatively late in life, his income
may hit the stratosphere without
leaving him much after taxes for his
old age. To gain crude equity for
himself, the doctor will, in turn,
grade his fees on an ((ability to pay"
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basis, taking more from the rich and
less from the poor.

Then there is the case of the pub
lic perfonner whose income is clearly
related to the state of his muscular
reflexes, or the youthfulness of his
(or her) face and figure. Ballplayers
are lucky to last in the big leagues
(and the big money) after the age of
33 or 34. A Joe Louis may earn mil
lions in a brief heyday as heavy
weight champion-and then spend
his middle age in irretrievable hock
to the government for back taxes for
the mere sin of having depended on
altogether-too-sanguine income tax
accountants. A Sugar Ray Robinson
may be forced back into the prize
ring after retirement to recoup a for
tune which will prove to be just an
other mirage when the tax collector
is satisfied. In the case of the profes
sional tennis player, a single year in
the big money is the most to which
the average-good-amateur-turned
pro can aspire. Once the crowds have
seen him on one round of the circuit,
he is through.

As for movie stars and Broadway
perfonners, they may be able to make
the jump from ingenue charm or
youthful agility to middle-age char
acter parts. But not every starlet be-

comes a continuing star-and in such
an event the high earnings of youth
will never afford the basis for a mid
dle-age income.

Since the onerousness of the
present progressive tax rates are be
coming obvious to too many voters,
a trade has been proposed: let the
many present legal ((loopholes" (big
expense accounts, the oil depletion
allowance, and so on) be closed in
return for an across-the-board cut in
the progressive rates. Vain delu
sion! The closing of the ((loopholes"
will mean more income for govern
ment. But (to invoke Parkinson once
more), expenditures rise to meet in
come. So why should the state give
any of that ((loophole" money back
in the form of a tax cut? The ((loop
hole" money will support lots of bu
reaucratic job holders-and as Par
kinson's Other Law says, work
expands to fill up the time of those
available to do it.

No, we as a people are on the rack
for having accepted an unjust Con
stitutional Amendment in the first
place. We will remain right where
we are until a limitation is placed
on the principle of the progressive
income tax itself. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

F. A. Hayek
IF a reasonable system of taxation is to be achieved, people must recog
nize as a principle that the majority which determines what the total
amount of taxation should be rnust also bear it at the maximum rate.
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Labor Unions
Aggravate Inflation

by Lowering Wages

IT IS commonly believed that labor
unions generate inflation by in
creasing the wages of workers. This
is not the case. Labor union activi
ties do aggravate inflation, but they
do it by reducing the real wages re
ceived by workers, not by increasing
them. An understanding ofwhy this
is true requires, first of all, a brief
explanation of the cause of inflation.

We are currently experiencing in
flation for the same reason that any
economy, at any time, has ever ex
perienced inflation: the money sup
ply has been growing more rapidly
than the growth in production. As
sume, for example, that the produc
tion of goods remained the same but
the number of dollars we have to
spend on these goods doubled. We
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nic Institute and State University.
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would all be willing to spend ap
proximately twice as much on each
good as before. But this means that
the price of goods would also double,
as would the general price level. In
crease the growth in the money sup
ply and reduce the growth in pro
ductivity and inflation will result.

Since monetary growth is subject
to much larger changes than pro
ductivity growth, it is a rapidly
growing money supply that explains
most ofour inflation. It is the federal
government that controls the money
supply, so the major blame for infla
tion can be placed on government
activity. Labor unions aggravate in
flation however, by engaging in
practices which impair economic
productivity.

It is only by imposing restrictions
on the economy which reduce pro
ductivity that a· union can provide
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an economic benefit to its members.
In a free and open labor market a
worker will be able to receive a wage
that reflects his productivity and
which is no higher than what com
parably skill~d workers are receiv
ing .elsewhere in the economy. A
higher wage would attract addi
tional workers thus driving the wage
back down to the competitive level.
Of course, this competitive process
increases the productivity of the
economy by directing workers into
those employments where their con
tributIon is greatest. And it is pro
ductivity that has increased over
time in response to the incentives
and direction provided by competi
tive markets that, at least until re
cently, made U. S. workers the best
paid in the world.

But union leaders cannot attract
dues-paying members by getting
them a wage rate that they could
'earn without a union. And the only
way unions can provide their mem
bers with higher than competitive
wages in some occupations is to re
strict the competition from non
union workers. While this may in
crease union wages in the short run,
it does so at the expense of .lower
wages for other workers. Higher
union wages and prices in one sector
of the economy are effectively offset
by lower wages and prices elsewhere
in the economy.

In order to realize· this relative
wage advantage for its members, or-

ganized labor has consistently fought
for legislation which reduces, if not
eliminates, the opportunity for non
union workers to secure jobs that
would otherwise be available to
them. Organized labor's struggle for
the closed shop (only union mem
bers can be employed) and their bit
ter opposition to state right-to-work
laws (which eliminate unionmem
bership as a requirement for em
ployment) are clear examples of
union attempts to protect their
workers against competition. Other
examples are union efforts to re
strict imports and obtain legislation
restricting the movement of large
employers from the unionized North
East to the less unionized Sun Belt
states.

Competition Reduced

To the extent that organized labor
has been successful in these restric
tive activities, the economic compe
tition and mobility that is a major
source of increased productivity has
been reduced. And strong evidence
of the success ofunions in protecting
their members against productive
competition is· seen in the feath
erbedding practices they are able to
impose, practices which could never
survive open competition. Unions
have long inflicted costly feath
erbedding practices on the railroads,
with the requirement that firemen
remain on diesel locomotives being
a well-known example. The build-
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ing, theatrical and oceanshipping
industries, as well as many others,
also suffer from union featherbed
ding requirements.

A typical example is that of a con
struction job which required the use
of several very small gas-powered
generators. Because of union re
quirements, each generator had to
be attended by an operating engi
neer, an electrician, and a pipefitter.
The engineer had to start the engine
a few times each day, the electrician
pushed wire plugs in the generator's
sockets if they were moved, and the
pipefitter was there, tJust in case."
Obviously, such practices further the
negative effect organized labor has
on our economy's productivity.

It is this impact on productivity
that explains why the overall effect
of organized labor is to reduce real
wages. Productivity is the source of
all income, including wages. Real
wages depend on the wage earner's
ability to buy goods and services. It
cannot be purchased unless it is first
produced. Furthermore, for a given
rate of monetary growth, the lower
our productivity the higher the in
flation rate. So unions have an infla
tionary impact by reducing produc-

Unionized Unemployment

tivity and thus lowering, not raising,
the general level of real wages.

Market Efficiency Hampered

The best way to increase produc
tivity, improve the living standard
of all workers, and help retard infla
tion is to allow competition in free
and open markets. Unfortunately we
can expect little support in this di
rection from organized labor. Union
leaders cannot tolerate the effi
ciency of competitive markets be
cause what they have to offer their
members comes from their ability to
reduce the free market opportuni
ties of others.

The very existence of organized
labor depends on its ability to use its
political influence to sabotage the
efficiency of the free enterprise sys
tem. If allowed to operate freely, the
market process would simply cir
cumvent union efforts to impose
inefficiencies on the economy. This
would leave union leaders with lit
tle to justify their healthy incomes,
but also with little ability to under
mine productivity, aggravate infla
tion and thereby reduce, in the long
run, the real incomes ofus all, union
and nonunion workers alike. ,

IDEAS ON
UNEMPLOYMENT prevails where a person who wants to work for the wage$ an employer is willing to pay is prohibited from doing so by some outside
power. So fewer hours than wage earners would prefer of their own free

LIBERTY choice amounts to· the same thing as forced unemployment.
F. A. HARPER, Why Wages Rise
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IN ITS REITERATION of home truths,
Ronald C. Nairn's Wealth ofNations
in Crisis (Bayland Publishing, P.O.
Box 25386, Houston, Texas 77005,
288 pp., $12.95) is a simple book.
The title harks back to Adam Smith;
the ((lesson" is that State incursions
into the economic process work only
toward the impoverishment of peo
ple.But simplicity is not enough in
a world that has succumbed to illu
sions. So, as a means to establishing
his basic point that the individual
must be allowed to make his own
decisions ifhuman productivity is to
be revived, Mr. Nairn has been at
back-breaking pains to illustrate
what has been happening all over
the world to inhibit the three-bil
lion-strong· peasant populations
whose farming activities keep a bil
lion city dwellers alive.

The virtue of Mr. Nairn's book re
sides in its incredibly learned detail.
Nairn's own experience in life has
given him a unique perspective. He
was born in Ireland, and raised on a
cattle and sheep ranch in New Zea
land. In World War II he enlisted as
an RAF fighter pilot, and after the
war he gravitated to Asian coun
tries where he became fascinated by
the ways which peasant societies
adopted to cope with the problems of
monsoons, drought, and the knowl
edge that bureaucratic governments
dominated .by city-bred mandari
nates could be more terrible than ti
gers. In between his Asiatic assign
ments he took degrees at Yale
University, and he established him
self as an expert in agricultural
management in Arizona.

In his own way Mr. Nairn is an
247
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intellectual cousin to the French
physiocrats. He believes that the ab
olition of poverty begins with a
proper individual respect for the soil
which, in conjunction with the sun
and water, is the source of human
energy. Technology is important,
money-or credit-is important, but
the human being, faced with the need
to outwit the caprices of nature on
the land, is, as Nairn puts it, ((the
alpha and omega of all that happens
to this planet."

Where tradition has been sup
portive of free farming, whether by
individuals or family units, the land
has always yielded plenty. Land
doesn't even have to be good to keep
people alive if they make the right
choices and are willing to work.
Nairn, as befits someone who was
born in Ireland, knows about the
Aran islanders, who have literally
created their own soil by mixing kelp
and sand and using it to raise calo
rie-rich potatoes.

Freedom and Abundance

In America, where the govern
ment desisted from the temptation
to impose continuing bureaucratic
conditions on individuals who took
advantage of the Homestead Act,
enough people have made wise de
cisions to create an agricultural
abundance capable of feeding the
world. But where ideologues have
held sway, peasant populations have
been unable to use native common

sense to the end of keeping both
themselves and their dependent city
cousins alive.

It is the human being as a power
seeker that prevents the creation of
an agricultural plenty sufficient to
sustain even the wildest sort of pop
ulation explosion. Wars, provoked
by politicians,· are the cause of con
tinuing instability-and farming
can't ((take off' when the rules of
land tenure are in continual jeop
ardy. The other big ((inhibitors" in
the agricultural equation are ideol
ogy, politics and bureaucracy. Cul
ture itself can be an inhibitor, but it
is not necessarily so where family
tradition does not frown on individ
ual experiment.

The ideologue, supported by poli
ticians and bureaucrats, thinks that
mankind can be made over. But the
peasant, who has to outguess the
heavens and deal with nature's re
calcitrance, knows better. Mr. Nairn
has been a fascinated watcher of
events in the two Chinas, the one
that is limited to the small island of
Taiwan and the bigger mainland
territory that was conquered by Mao
Tse-tung's Marxist-derived ideol
ogy. The Taiwanese Chinese, reject
ing ideology, solved their productive
problems by deciding to refrain from
creating continuing economic bur
eaucracies. They used government
in the first instance to finance the
purchase of land from big landlords,
selling it in turn to individual farm-
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ing families. The landlords were paid
off in industrial securities, which
satisfied their capitalistic instincts.
Thus the problem of setting up a na
tion of free farmers was solved with
out the class warfare that has
wrecked the polity of the mainland
Chinese.

The ironical thing is that the
mainland Chinese are now coming
to recognize the superior wisdom of
the Taiwanese. After all the debili
tating spasms of the Cultural Revo
lution and the Great Leap Forward,
which produced only a misery that
killed millions, the ideologues in Pe
king have been forced to rehabili
tate the primacy ofthe family on the
soil. Family teams have been consti
tuted as social and marketing units,
and some seven per cent of the
farmed land has been allocated to
individual families for private gar
dens.

Smothering Productivity

In Soviet Russia, Stalin and his
successors were forced to permit some
private gardening and the peasant
retention of a few cows, pigs and
chickens in order to put food on the
tables of Communist Party func
tionaries in the cities. But the per
sistence of ideology in Soviet Russia
leads to chronic grain shortages and
deficient meat supplies. The low
productivity ofthe state farms keeps
half the Soviet population chained
to the countryside.

In the western world it is the
growth of bureaucracy that threat
ens to inhibit the agricultural pro
ducer. In 1975, so Nairn tells us,
more than 8,000 new regulations
were added to the U.S. regulatory
lexicon. Simple arithmetic shows
that no human being can keep up
with this output. A dairy cattle feed
additive was approved by one agency,
but milk drawn from the cattle was
condemned by other regulations.
Milk was poured down the drains for
almost a year until the conflict was
resolved in favor of the additive.

Luckily, says Nairn, a ttbenign ne
glect" of the law has kept American
agriculture from coming to a halt.
But much damage has been done by
the regulators. The development of
natural biological pesticides (insect
attacking bacteria and hormones)
was halted by stupid rules-and so
we have had to go back to using
chemicals that do have undesirable
side effects.

Nobel Prize-winner Friedrich
Hayek has been quoted as saying
that Nairn's book is one of the most
important economic treatises of re
cent years. It raises a host of fasci
nating questions, such as why is only
22 per cent of Africa's arable land
farmed? The answers are political,
not economic. ,
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THE POLITICIZATION OF SOCIETY
Edited by Kenneth S. Templeton, Jr.
(LibertyPress, 7440 North Shadeland,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250), 1980
541 pages - $10.00 cloth; $4.50 paper
back

Reviewed by Tommy W. Rogers

THE POLITICIZATION OF SOCIETY con
sists of fourteen essays, plus an in
troduction by Dr. R. M. Hartwell of
Oxford, which focus on the central
problem of modern society-the
growth of the state-and its signifi
cance for the individual. Politics, Dr.
Hartwell observes, has become the
modern religion, with the state being
the arbiter of major decisions relat
ing to working, living, and believ
ing.

Some highlights: Felix Morley's
essay demonstrates cogently that
state power, no matter how well dis
guised by seductive words, is in the
last analysis always coercive power.
Murray Rothbard advises that since
the natural inequality of ability and
of interest among men makes elites
inevitable, the only sensible course
is to abandon the chimera of equal
ity. The objective would be to permit
the rise of what Jefferson described
as ((natural aristocracies," but not
the artificial aristocracies of coer
cive oligarchs who rise to power by
invading the liberties of their fel
lowmen. In such a free society, all

would be equal only in liberty, while
diverse and unequal in all other re
spects.

In an essay titled ((The New Des-
potism," Dr. Robert A. Nisbet re
minds us that large-scale govern
ment, with its passion for
equalitarian uniformity, has pre
pared our minds for uses of power,
for invasions of individual privacy,
and for the bureaucratization of
spirit. ((Very commonly in ages when
civil rights of one kind are in evi
dence-those pertaining to freedom
of speech and thought in, say, the
atre, press, and forum, with obscen
ity and libel laws correspondingly
loosened-very real constrictions of
individual liberty take place in more
vital areas: political organization,
voluntary association, property, and
the right to hold jobs, for example."

Michael Oakeshott outlines the
rise and fall of individualism since
the Renaissance era; Donald Dozer
and Herbert Butterfield warn against
official history. An example given
by Dozer is ((the so-called China
White Paper, prepared under the
supervision of the chiefof the histor
ical division of the state department
in Washington and published in Au
gust 1949. Its egregious omissions,
its inaccurate paraphrases, and its
tendentious editorializing expose it
to be nothing but a propaganda doc
ument."

The final essay is F. A. Hayek's
((Kinds of Order in Society." He ar-
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gues that a civilized society is not
the deliberate result of conscious
human design; it is a spontaneous
order which emerges naturally in
consequence of the peaceful actions
of individuals. It is therefore not
surprising, he concludes, that the
consequence of modern democratic
legislation is probably the most ir
rational and disorderly arrange
ment of affairs ever produced by the
deliberate decisions of men.

Although these essays were writ
ten independently and at different
times, they share common themes of
focus on the origin of the state, why
modern society has become politi
cized' and the consequences of the
growth of the state. i

FUGITIVE ESSAYS: Selected
Writings of Frank Chodorov
Compiled, edited, and with an introduction
by Charles H. Hamilton
(LibertyPress, 7440 North Shadeland,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250), 1980
416 pages - $9.00 cloth; $4.00 paperback

Reviewed by Edmund A. Opitz

I never sat in a class under Frank
Chodorov, but he was nevertheless
one ofmy more memorable teachers.
It began in 1947 with the Nock Me
morial issue ofanalysis, given to me
by a friend who knew of my interest

in A.J.N. I subscribed to the paper,
a monthly four page broadsheet
written, edited, and published by one
Frank' Chodorov. Each issue con
tained a lead essay in prose as cere
bral as Arnold's, but more visceral,
pungent commentary on passing po
litical foibles, a book review or two,
occasional letters to the editor. I was
hooked.

Frank was a man with a cause, as
dedicated as any prophet of old to
the ideal of individual liberty and
the free economy. Reading and ex
perience had stocked his mind,
teaching and debate had honed his
rhetorical skills,his prose was pol
ished, and his go-for-broke commit
ment to his beliefs energized his
words.

He called himself an Individual
ist, for every person in his eyes pos
sessed a supreme worth no group
could diminish. ttOne is a crowd," he
would say, and thus he entitled one
of his books. He appealed to all kinds
of audiences, enjoying especially the
give and take he had with students.
Speaking to clergymen, he came on
like an Old Testament prophet. He
charmed them by his salty account
of Joseph as the Pharaoh's secretary
of agriculture; he gave them a les
son in political philosophy by retell
ing the story of Saul's anointing as
king of Israel. We shall not see his
like again.

It is too late to meet Frank in per
son, but the reader will get to know
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the man in the pages of this book.
The editor has selected wisely and
virtually every theme of Chodorov's
work is represented; God and natu
ral law, the economic origin of the
state, the erosion of social power by
political power, the importance of
private education, the evils of the
progressive income tax, the insanity
of war, the idiocy of socialism, the
fundamentals of economics, the ex
hilaration of joining the fight for
freedom. And there is a· fine intro
ductory essay by Mr. Hamilton.

Chodorov reads well and, as I will
attest, he rereads well. This collec
tion will be welcomed by Frank's old
friends, and I predict it will make
new ones. . ,

THE COUNTER-REVOLUTION OF
SCIENCE: STUDIES ON THE
ABUSE OF·REASON
by F. A. Hayek
(LibertyPress, 7440 North Shadeland,
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250), 1979
415 pages - $9.00 cloth; $4.00 paperback

Reviewed by Bettina Bien Greaves

THE late professor Ludwig von Mises,
leading spokesman for many years
of the UAustrian School" of econom
ics, used to emphasize the impor
tance of analyzing seriously any

economic ~~fashion" or ~(fad," no mat
ter how unrealistic or utopian it
might appear. Mises' fellow-coun
tryman, economist and personal
friend, Nobel Prize Laureate F. A.
Hayek, has carefully analyzed one
of the most ufashionable" and yet
one of the most destructive doctrines
of modern economic thought-the
idea that the methods. of the physi
cal sciences are applicable also to
the study of society.

In his The Counter-Revolution of
Science, first published in 1952 and
now reissued in a beautifully printed
and bound new edition, Hayek care
fully dissects and systematically
analyzes positivism and histori
cism-two sociological doctrines
which helped provide the basis for
modern socialistic theories. This cri
tique is profound and well worth the
while of anyone seriously interested
in the methodology of the social sci
ences and the history of economic
thought.

Many Social Scientists
Turn Reason Upside Down

Hayek's concern is with the way
reason has been turned upside down
by many social scientists. The pred
ecessors of modern socialism, whose
ideas Hayek criticizes, were writing
in the early 19th century. Scholars
had by then pretty well freed them
selves from the restrictions and ta
boos of mythology and medieval re
ligious superstitions. Knowledge
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about the physical world. was being
expanded by leaps and bounds. The
Hindustrial revolution," with its
many new inventions, was improv
ing production, communication and
transportation. With goods and ser
vices more readily available, living
conditions were improving notice
ably for everyone, especially the
((common man" and the poor. More
babies were surviving and people
were living .longer and healthier
lives. The increasing population fur
nished eloquent testimony to the ad
vances that could be made by apply
ing the methods of the physical
sciences to mechanics and technol
ogy. It is not very surprising, there
fore, that it became fashionable to
try to adapt the physical science
methods to almost every discipline.
However, they are completely inap
propriate to the study of human ac
tion and society. Explaining why this
is the case is the subject of Hayek's
book.

Hayek points out that all science
starts with classification. In the
physical sciences, objects are classi
fled by unchanging characteristics
that are both measurable and dis
tinguishable by controlled and ob
jective tests. But not in the social
sciences. The social sciences deal with
the actions of men. And men are not
automatons. Men think. They have
different values, varied goals and
many purposes. Men choose among
alternatives. They act purposively.

Their actions cannot be classified
without reference to their subjective
(personal) ideas, values and goals.
The results of their actions cannot
be quantified, measured or predicted
in advance. Moreover, changes are
always taking place. The ideas, val
ues, aims, choices and actions of men
vary from time to time, depending
on actual conditions and the knowl
edge available to them.

Individuals Ignored

Modem socialists, and their intel
lectual predecessors whose doctrines
Hayek examines, sought to analyze
and plan society as a whole. In doing
this, they ignored individuals and
their ideas, values and purposes. And
they also overlooked the inevitabil
ity of change. Yet many professors
and authors, whose teachings and
books are widely respected today,
are still influenced. by the fallacies
Hayek criticizes, which stem from
the belief that society may be ana
lyzed and planned by using the
methods of the. physical sciences
observation, experimentation and
measurement.

Hayek devotes more than half of
this book to several Iittle known
Frenchmen who originated and ad
vocated this theory. He considers
their ideas influential in the intel
lectual development of Karl Marx
and, thus, responsible for practically
all varieties ofmodern socialism. He
examines, in some detail, this par-
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ticular phase in the history of eco
nomic thought because he hopes that
it may uhelp us become aware of
much that governs our own thought
without our explicitly knowing it
. . . and perhaps assist us to purge
our minds from influences which se
riously mislead us on questions of
our own day."

In addition to analyzing the errors
in the methods of those· whose doc
trines led to modern forms of social
ism, Hayek also explains the origin
of social institutions such as the
market, prices, money, language, etc.
Hayek points out that society itself,
which provides many benefits to its
individual members is the un
planned outcome of the actions of
many individuals. Their separate,
independent, purposive and volun
tary ideas and actions led uninten
tionally to its formation. And
changes are now going on that will
be responsible for society's evolution
into something very different in the
future. Those who seek to reform so
ciety and cope with social problems
must learn to appreciate the role of
freedom in the evolution of useful, if
unplanned, social institutions.

This book should help readers rec
ognize the impossibility of success
ful central planning and of trying to
create social institutions by design.
It will also explain to serious schol
ars the important distinctions be
tween the methodologies of the
physical and social sciences. ,

SOCIAL SECURITY: THE
INHERENT CONTRADICTION
by Peter J. Ferrara
(CATO Institute, 747 Front Street,
San Francisco, CA 94111),1980
484 pages - $20.00

Reviewed by Tommy W. Rogers

SOCIAL SECURITY absorbs one-fourth
of the federal budget. Its sacrosanct
nature and mythology makes it vir
tually immune from serious criti
cism. It has long been misrepre
sented and deceptively described by
welfarist politicians and liberals to
create a false impression among vot
ers about the shortcomings of the
program. As Milton Friedman has
expressed it, social· security is the
only institution that could take a
tax structure no one would support
on its own and a benefit structure no
one would support on its own, slap
them together, and emerge with a
combined tax-benefit structure that
is often highlighted as the show
piece of America's welfare state!

Nevertheless, the glitter has been
penetrated somewhat by the reali
ties which have become apparent in
recent years. Social Security is a
pay-as-you-go system, not a system
whereby (Ccontributions" are saved
or invested~the government's as
sertion that ((contributions" are in
vested in interest-bearing securities
means only that the government
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writes itself a promise to tax future
production to cover benefits as they
become due.

A pay-as-you-go scheme in its
initial phase will run huge sur
pluses because there are many cur
rent taxpayers but few or no current
beneficiaries entitled to payments.
Meeting the obligations of the pro
gram is not a cause for concern be
cause there are few obligations to be
met. The system appears to be fi
nancially sound. However, after the
first generation of beneficiaries, the
program builds up huge liabilities
which require accelerated extrac
tions from current production. The
focus of concern is then switched
from paying out surplus benefits to
the raising of taxes to meet the ever
accelerating benefit obligations.

In 1977 Congress passed one of
the largest tax increases in U.S. his
tory to save the system from bank
ruptcy. Social Security taxes
amounting to about sixty dollars an
nually for the first fifteen years of
the program-had turned into a
monster gobbling up $3,000-$4,000
dollars yearly with escalations al
ready built into the structure. To
pay benefits currently being prom
ised, tax rates will have to be raised
to 25-33% of the taxable payroll,
contrasted to 12% today.

The rate of return from a pay-as
you-go system comes not from in
creased output but from· increased
taxes. Social Security is sometimes

described by its proponents as a
~~compact between generations." Here
is what really happens. When a so
cial insurance plan is first imposed,
the current retired generation makes
a deal to share a portion ofthe wealth
produced by the current working
generation, which saddles the next
working generation with the re
sponsibility for paying the resulting
indebtedness. When the next work
ing generation becomes the current
working generation, they face a huge
debt owed to the now current retired
generation. Since they have to make
good on these liabilities regardless
of whether they continue in the pro
gram, they decide to keep the pro
gram and vote to tax the next gen
eration even more to finance ever
greater benefits to themselves. Fu
ture generations have no way to
prevent this ~~compactbetween gen
erations" being imposed upon them.

As Ferrara observes, it is not sur
prising that the decision to tax fu
ture generations to provide benefits
to current generations·can easily lead
to the imposition ofa program that
makes all future generations worse
off than it makes the current gener
ation better off!

The social security compact be
tween generations is, Ferrara writes,
corrupted by self-dealing wherein the
first generations take unfair advan
tage of the generations to come.
~~Under traditional principles of eq
uity, therefore, the social security
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compact between the generations is
unfair, immoral, fraudulent, and
voidable." As the number of retirees
increases in the future, the strain to
meet the obligations will become
enormous, and could provoke seri
0us taxpayer resentment if not sup
port for programs of euthanasia.

It is hardly questionable that the
time is ripe for significant reform of
the social security program. Ferrara
advocates that the entire insurance
portion of the social security pro
gram be turned over to the private
sector. Individuals would be allowed
to provide for their old age and other
contingencies by investing in pri
vate insurance, savings, and pen-

sion plans with the funds they would
have paid in social security taxes.
The stark reality of the current pro
gram, the author contends, is that it
~~is simply not working" and that, as
the public has already been warned
in the words of the Wall Street J our
nal, ~~The social security program
will return like Banquo's ghost until
really serious and courageous ef
forts are made to solve it." There is
no reason to believe that social se
curity, with the persistence of the
Egyptian sphinx, must remain in its
present form for all time to come. It
can and must be changed in manner
which is consistent with greater in
dividual choice and autonomy. @
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